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Abstract

Most health services researchers know about experimental evaluation designs and quantitative research methods. Some have carried out a controlled trial. Fewer are aware of strategies for using these methods to evaluate complex social interventions (CSIs).

This “challenges and choices” document describes different research designs for providing the information about complex social interventions which practitioners at different levels of the health system need to provide more effective services.

It describes methods designed to take account of the social nature of such interventions – methods more often used in knowledge domains other than health services research.

The purpose is to enable researchers to choose a design, within the constraints for the evaluation, with a greater awareness of the strengths and limitations of the design for the research-user’s question.

Acknowledgements: My thanks to many colleagues at CIPRS and the Center for the Study of Healthcare Provider Behavior in Sepulveda and Los Angeles for their support and comments on earlier drafts, especially Brian Mittman, David Ganz and Lisa Rubenstein.
Controlled trials are the best of designs, 
and the worst of designs, depending on the question.

Volume 1 Summary

A wider range of designs and methods than many medical and health service researchers are familiar with are useful for evaluating complex social interventions (CSIs) and for the first research phase of question-formulation. Some CSIs can be prescribed, implemented with fidelity to the prescription, and evaluated using experimental designs and controls. Conventional and modified designs of this type are described in this volume for answering “does it work” effectiveness questions, when these designs are feasible. However, such designs may not be practical or appropriate for other CSIs or for other questions. Other observational and action evaluation study designs are described as alternatives, with their strengths and weaknesses noted.

This volume gives examples of “complex social interventions” (CSIs), describes the challenges in evaluating them and discusses the research designs which can be used to answer different questions.

The accompanying Volume 2 gives practical resources, guidance and tools for researchers and implementers for carrying out these eight steps in evaluating a CSI:

1. User goal-specification
2. Reviewing relevant research
3. Defining practical and scientific questions
4. Listing and choosing designs
5. Preparing for the evaluation
6. Data gathering
7. Data analysis
8. Reporting, publishing and dissemination activities

For implementers, these two volumes are useful for planning implementation of a change to a healthcare service.

Why is guidance needed to evaluate CSIs?

For three reasons:
- Because of the challenges in applying familiar designs,
- To choose a design which best answers the evaluation question, researchers need to know about a wide range of designs,
- Some designs are unfamiliar but could be applied by researchers using this and other guidance.

Evaluation is systematically gathering information and making comparisons to enable a customer/user to make a better-informed decision about a change they are considering. There is useful guidance for evaluating complex interventions (CIs), but this guidance has limitations for answering many questions
posed to evaluations of small- and large-scale changes or programs. Complex social interventions (CSIs) are often not standardizable, may involve adaptation and dynamic iteration, may be multi-level, and are also subject to psychological, social and political influences, which are often unpredictable.

Evaluation users typically need to know whether an intervention or change is effective according to some criterion of effectiveness, such as whether the intervention reduces infections or improves patient experience. Traditional experimental evaluation designs can be used to answer some effectiveness questions about some CSIs, but many CSIs require other designs to answer the “does it work?” question.

In addition, there are other questions which users of evaluation research have about interventions including: Would it be effective in our service at this time? How should we effectively implement it locally? How much does it cost and save for different parties, and will it give a return on investment? Other designs can be used to answer these questions, as well as to give answers to the “does it work” question when controlled trials are not feasible.

The discussion in these two volumes emphasizes that the CI vs. CSI distinction is less about the intervention and more about how it is conceptualized. Many interventions – such as a care improvement “bundle” to reduce infections - can be thought of as complex interventions (CIs) or as complex social interventions (CSIs). The term “social” emphasizes, where appropriate, consideration in the evaluation of different humanly-created influences by implementers which may affect the recipients of the intervention and others. It points to evaluation methods and questions that are more commonly used and proven in scientific fields outside of medical and health services research.

**Evaluation challenges and questions**

All evaluations face five challenges, phrased here as questions. Each becomes more difficult to address with the more complex and more social interventions,

- **Aims**: How to formulate the questions which the evaluation will be designed to answer and decide what information is needed to answer them?
- **Description**: Which data to collect to describe the intervention, implementation and the context, how each may change, and which data to collect to assess effectiveness?
- **Attribution**: How to assess the extent to which the intervention caused the outcomes and not something else?
- **Generalization**: How to assess whether the intervention can be implemented in another setting and whether it would show similar effects?
- **Usefulness and Use**: How to make the evaluation useful for practical action and how to enable others to make use of the findings?

**Different designs and their strengths and weaknesses**

For the purposes of this “challenges and choices” document, evaluation designs suitable for different questions about CSIs can be categorized as:

1. **Experimental and quasi-experimental**,
2. Observational, and,
3. Action evaluation.

The different designs within each category, and their strengths and weaknesses for answering different user questions are described in more detail in the accompanying Volume 2 “guidance and tools” document.

In this volume, examples of studies using some of the common designs are given in the appendix:

- Randomised controlled trial (RCT) of a care transitions intervention
- Pragmatic cluster RCT of a multifaceted intervention in ICUs
- Interrupted time series evaluation of a hand hygiene intervention
- Prospective observational evaluation of an intervention to change primary care physicians’ behavior
- Prospective observational evaluation of a large scale safety program
- Process observational evaluation of an intervention to promote smoking cessation
- Case evaluation of a program for electronic summaries of patients’ medical records
- Realist evaluation of large-scale “transformation” of health services in London

The researcher-evaluator has choices about which design to use depending on the questions the evaluation is to inform and on the practical constraints to the evaluation, such as time, resources and whether the intervention has already started.

Summary of CSI evaluation challenges

Challenges exist for evaluators seeking to answer users’ questions, which include:

- Is this intervention or change effective?
- Would it be effective in my local setting?
- What is the most effective way to implement it?
- In which conditions do we need to be successful in implementing it?
- How much does it cost and will it give a return on investment?

Evaluations of CSIs face similar challenges and issues to those facing evaluations of standardizable complex clinical interventions; notably: identifying which of the component interventions are necessary and which may be discarded or reduced, identifying which outcome measures are to be used, and assessing how much different contexts are likely to influence outcomes. Experimental designs can give high-certainty answers to the effectiveness question when they are able to control effects other than the intervention, and where effectiveness can be assessed through a few specific measures.

These designs are less useful for answering other questions and for evaluating some social interventions where human choice and changing social conditions may be powerful influences which make outcomes less predictable. In these interventions, discovering how people interpret the influences exerted to...
enable them to change may help answer other questions, but also can help answering the “is it effective?” question.

Many observational designs for answering both effectiveness and implementation questions are less familiar to both researchers and practical users of evaluations and face similar difficulties in generalizing the findings to other settings. This presents challenges in communicating the findings, and for users in assessing their significance and local applicability. These challenges are particularly acute with action evaluations, where evaluators need to describe in detail how they assisted the development of the CSI so that others can assess whether they can or need to provide similar assistance.

Conclusions
Many interventions to healthcare, patients and populations are not only complex but social interventions: the “social” emphasises specific dynamics and an unpredictability which need to be considered by evaluators. This makes CSIs more challenging to evaluate that some interventions. Yet the cost and time increasingly invested in CSIs also calls for more resources to be allocated to their evaluation and to improving evaluation methods and evaluator skills.

Experimental designs are suited to assessing associations between the presence of the intervention and measured outcomes for providers and/or patients. Observational designs provide less certainty about these associations because there is less control for alternative explanations for outcomes. Some observational designs are, however, able to develop explanations for outcomes which can assist in implementing the CSI in settings other than the evaluation setting. In action evaluations, researchers help improve the CSI as it is implemented and gain insights, which further contributes to explanations about outcomes. However, the evaluator’s participatory role, if significant, may be difficult for others to reproduce, which can reduce the external validity of the findings.

Awareness of the range of designs, and of ways better to formulate answerable evaluation questions, makes it more likely evaluators will better match design to the purpose and constraints of the evaluation. Other developments are needed such as more attention to pre-data-gathering program theory, reporting standards and assigning costs.

There are other methods which can be grouped as “pre-implementation evaluation approaches” which include those described by Craig et al (2008) and Brown et al (2008), as well as simulation modeling, or policy analysis which extrapolates from existing evidence to estimate costs and impact of spreading an intervention. Neither these nor multi-level modeling, Bayesian and adaptive trials are described, but these are noted in Volume 2. Volume 2 provides guidance, tools and resources for researchers to improve their evaluations of CSIs. The rest of Volume 1 draws on the literature to discuss the issues noted in this summary and to show the choices of design, with examples.
1. Introduction

This is the first of two documents to help researchers to choose an evaluation research design and to plan a study which answers the study user’s questions. Implementers will also find these two volumes useful to plan a change to a healthcare service, and to carry out and perform an evaluation of a change which may be the introduction of a new service.

Volume 1 gives examples of “complex social interventions” (CSIs), describes the challenges in evaluating them, the research designs which can be used, with illustrative studies and their strengths and weakness for answering different questions, and considerations in choosing design. Volume 2 gives practical resources, guidance and tools for researchers and implementers for carrying out the different steps in evaluating a CSI:

- User goal-specification
- Reviewing relevant research
- Defining practical and scientific questions
- Listing and choosing designs
- Preparing for the evaluation
- Data gathering
- Data analysis
- Reporting, publishing and dissemination activities

The two volumes draw on an overview of research and on experience conducting evaluations and implementation research in the VA and other health systems. This overview was carried out by the author, who is a Swedish medical university researcher with experience and knowledge of the field, and who has worked with the Veterans Health Administration (VA) on evaluating complex social interventions for the last 4 years.

The short section below explains the broad conception of evaluation used in this document. Then the rest of the introduction considers why we need to evaluate CSIs and features of such interventions which need to be considered when planning and carrying out an evaluation.

Broad definition of evaluation

The document is limited to research for evaluating CSIs, defined as judging the value of a complex social intervention by gathering information about it in a systematic way and by making a comparison, for the purpose of making better informed decisions (Øvretveit, 1999, 2002). This approach views evaluation as providing the “customer” of the evaluation (“evaluation user”) with systematically collected data and comparisons to enable them to make better informed decisions. This is accomplished by assessing one or more of:

- the intermediate effects of the CSI on health care provider perceptions, behavior and organization,
- the ultimate effects on patient experience, clinical outcomes and resource use,
- the “implementability” of the CSI, by showing the number of actions and steps needed to achieve similar results,
- the conditions needed for successful implementation (the CSI is of no value to some users if it requires resources or other conditions which cannot be created locally),
- whether the CSI has to be copied exactly to get similar results, or if the implementer could get similar or better results if they adapt parts.

Evaluation research is thus viewed more broadly than only assessing the difference the intervention makes to one or a few defined outcome variables. It also includes research to gather other information which users may need to judge the value of the intervention locally, such as whether it is implementable in or adaptable to their setting.

The document also draws on ways of thinking about “interventions”, “complexity” and “social” which are explained below, and which may be unfamiliar to some medical and health service researchers, but which underlie some of the observational research approaches described later.

1.1. Background

Why do we need to evaluate complex social interventions?
Across the world, substantial amounts of time and money are being spent on large scale intentional change programs: schemes to introduce digital health technologies, national, regional or system-based quality and safety programs, and programs to influence performance with financial incentives or indicator-reporting. In the USA, the progress of the Affordable Care Act requires that demonstration projects document effective methods to improve quality and control costs (PPACA 2010). The US Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) requires timely but also rigorous evaluations of the complex interventions it is funding (Gold 2011).

Smaller scale changes to one hospital or unit are also complex social interventions, such as,
- “Care bundles” introduced in to one intensive care unit to reduce ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) or central line associated blood stream infections (CLABSI),
- A multiple intervention to a long term care facility to prevent patient falls, or to prevent pressure ulcers, or to prevent infections with hand-hygiene programmes.
- Introducing a computer decision support system to assist physicians in diagnosis and treatment decisions.

By spending a percentage of the project on evaluation, management or policy makers can gain information which can be used to improve the next phases or to decide whether or how to spread the intervention to other hospitals or units. Evaluations can contribute to science if they provide not only knowledge of efficacy, but also insight and theory into how or why the intervention has its effects, which may be none, or harmful effects.
Evaluation of these changes can also provide accountability. Process or formative evaluation can help to modify and improve a program as it develops (Stetler et al 2006). Later, summative evaluation of outcomes can help to design more effective programs in the future, as well as decide whether to extend the program (Landefeld et al 2008).

What are “complex interventions”?
Authoritative guidance for medical researchers was published in 2000 and described a complex intervention as being “built up from a number of components, which may act both independently and inter-dependently.” (MRC 2000).

Craig et al (2008) updated this guidance and describe the following as features of an intervention which make it complex:
- The number of interacting components within the experimental and control interventions,
- The number and difficulty of behaviours required by those delivering or receiving the intervention,
- The number of groups or organizational levels targeted by the intervention,
- The number and variability of outcomes,
- The degree of flexibility or tailoring of the intervention permitted.

The table below shows increasing degrees of complexity of interventions and their implementation strategies, and the level from which the intervention is initiated. Evaluations are needed of each type of intervention, and will require different evaluation methods to answer different user questions.

### Different complexity of interventions and level of intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of intervention</th>
<th>Simple intervention</th>
<th>Complex intervention &amp; progressive implementation (CPI)</th>
<th>Complex intervention &amp; adaptive implementation (CAI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region, National (policy, public health)</td>
<td>Intervention: directive to withdraw a pharmaceutical</td>
<td>CLABSI bundle implemented in some ICUs, then more ICUs added</td>
<td>Pilot an Accountable Care Organizations, then revise after government funding model is changed, then make further changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system</td>
<td>Change the wound care kit we use.</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Infection control program, continually revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health facility</td>
<td>Change the hospital signage to help patients find different services</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Infection control program, continually revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team or department</td>
<td>Install more hand washing gel dispensers.</td>
<td>ICU use CLABSI bundle with some and then all patients</td>
<td>Lean manufacturing principles applied to make initial changes, then more changes after experience with testing first set of changes and with changes in reimbursement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What are “complex social interventions”?

The guidance by Craig et al (2008) and others is useful also for evaluating complex social interventions but also has its limitations. There are features of the “social” part of many interventions which are not fully considered in the above guidance, as well as other information which decision makers need, and which call for methods which are discussed in more detail in this document below.

Examples of CSIs are:

- Care improvement “bundles” such the combination of actions which need to be take in an ICU to reduce ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) or central-line associated blood stream infections (CLABSIs). These can be evaluated as complex interventions to answer questions about efficacy using the designs described in the above guidance (Craig et al 2008). Or they can be evaluated as complex social interventions,
- Quality and safety improvement initiatives: local small projects or large-scale programmes such as the IHI saving 100,000 lives programme (IHI McCannon et al 2006),
- Introducing a digital health technology to support providers and or patients,
- Systems redesign projects such as changing primary care organization to improve access (Lukas et al 2007),
- Different implementation programs, typically where one or more services applies a practice or model tested elsewhere, such as a model for chronic care management (Wagner et al 2001),
- Large scale reforms, such as parts, or all of the Affordable Care Act (PPACA 2010)

The “CSI” term refers both to the intervention being complex and social, but also to the unit of change being complex and social, such as a group or organization. These interventions are often not standardizable, as are pharmaceutical interventions, and the effects on the unit of change are not as predictable effects on the unit of change are not as predictable effects on the unit of change are not as predictable. Evaluation designs which are suited to assessing the effects of changing interventions to social groups are often necessary to answer the questions of the customers of the evaluation. This document describes these designs and when they may be more appropriate than a design whose purpose only is to identify the effects of an intervention on defined outcome variables.

Many interventions – such as a care improvement “bundle” to reduce infections - can be thought of as complex interventions (CIs) or as complex social interventions (CSIs).

The distinction is not so much about the intervention, as it is about the way it is conceptualized: the term “social” points to evaluation methods and questions less familiar in medical and health services research.
1.2. Complex

Complexity is both in the nature of the intervention, and in how it is conceptualized: any intervention can be conceptualized as simple (e.g., one action causes results) or as complex (e.g., many parts interacting). The features of complexity which are important for designing an evaluation and data gathering are:

- **Content** of the intervention: complex, if it involves a number of changes or is “multiple component” (e.g., a CLABSI bundle).
- **Implementation** may involve an infrastructure of groups, a strategy of actions, and information technology or other systems to support care providers or patients.
- **Change** may be made to the content or implementation at different times. The intervention may be adapted to fit the organization or adapted in response to changes in financing. Many programs which are the subject of CSI evaluations are reviewed and revised at certain times, and these changes need to be taken into account in the evaluation. This is especially so when evaluating quality improvement projects where testing and iteration are part of the change methods.
- **Levels** of the health system at which the intervention is directed. The components of the intervention may be directed at a single level, for example all directed at individual care provider behavior (e.g., training, reminders and feedback). But some interventions also involve actions to influence more than one level (e.g., in addition, directives or financial incentives to influence management to support the care provider’s behavior in different ways) and to create organizational- or wider- conditions to enable lower-level change (e.g., state financial incentives, or regulations).

1.3. Social

“Social”, added to “complex intervention”, highlights the human and group aspects of the change. It draws attention to the behavioral content of the change (e.g., “wash your hands”) and the psychological (choice, motivation) and social nature of the implementation (e.g., project groups, training programs, negotiating union agreements, negotiating changes to physicians’ schedules and work practices).

It implies that the intervention is not acting through predictable physical processes following natural laws, but according to psychological, social and political patterns and influences. These have different “causal processes”, because people individually and in groups have a choice about how they act and influence each other. This does not mean that there are not discoverable regularities and patterns in human behavior. It does mean that prediction is less precise than it is for many natural physical and biological processes where human interpretation and choice has no or little influence. How one group behaves in one place may be different to how another group behaves elsewhere. Knowing why groups do what they do may help to predict or design an intervention elsewhere.
1.4. Intervention

A third set of concepts relate to the meaning of “intervention” when applied to changes of this type rather than to discrete pharmaceutical or surgical interventions to patients.

- **Scale**: Changes falling within the category of “CSI” can be large scale, covering many organizations or units or people (e.g., national safety program), or small scale covering one unit (e.g., a multiple-component “CLABSI care bundle” in one ICU).

- **Unit of Change**: the people, organizations, facilities or communities which are intended to be different, as a result of the intervention. (e.g., a CLABSI intervention aims to change ICU care providers’ behavior and ultimately patient outcomes)

- **Content**: the way in which the units of change are intended to be different after the intervention (e.g., care providers carry out the components of the CLABSI bundle: 1 Wash your hands, 2 Clean skin with chlorhexidine. 3. Use maximal barrier precautions. 4. Avoid the femoral site. 5. Ask daily whether the benefits of the line exceed the risks)

- **Implementation**: what is done to enable the units of change to adopt the change content (project group established, education, reminders, observation, performance feedback).

**Is the intervention-change itself complex, or is complexity in how we see it?**

Enabling one physician to use a medication more selectively is usually a less complex endeavor than enabling all physicians in a health system to do so. Some changes are more complex, when compared to other changes. But complexity also is a property of how we perceive of a change: we can choose to understand a change in a more or less complex way. It is common in medical and health services research to understand a change as a cause, and to study effects using experimental research methods. Arguably a more complex way of viewing the change, is to view the change as one of many influences affecting physicians, and operating in a system. A systems view expects this change to have delayed effects on physicians, and that physicians may take actions to modify the change itself. There are other ways to view the change and possible effects which offer more or less complex ways of understanding the change.

This document regards “complex social interventions” as changes which are objectively more complex, when compared to other changes. But also, that complexity resides in how we choose to view a change – we can understand it in a simple way for example as a cause and effect, or in a complex way, for example as one influence in a dynamic system. The approach taken is that no one way of viewing a change is better than another, but that one way may be more useful for answering a specific question. Viewing a change as if it were a simple natural process, with the change as the cause and the outcome as an effect, may be useful for some purposes. Viewing it as a process subject to psychological, social and political processes may be useful for other purposes.

1.5. Lessons for evaluating CSIs from the field of informatics

Within informatics and the sub-field of digital health technologies (DHTs) some researchers take the view controlled experimental trials should be the design of choice for CSIs. This is proposed by some
especially for those DHTs where the stakes are high if the DHT were rapidly adopted without rigorous testing – where the potential risks of harm for patients and costs of the intervention are high (Liu and Wyatt 2011). But it is also widely accepted within this field that a range of designs are appropriate for answering different questions, and for evaluating where informatics CSIs which do not expose patients, providers or others to risk of harm and are inexpensive.

Illustration: Digital Health Technology (DHT) systems as complex social interventions: evaluation issues and choices of method

Some of the issues in evaluating CSIs and the use of different methods are exemplified in the field of informatics (UKIHI 2001, Stoop et al 2004, Brender 2006). Lehmann & Ohno-Machado (2011) note that informatics systems involve multiple interventions, and that “adherence, in terms of adoption, varies greatly within an institution; and training for HIT systems is notoriously variegated.” They note that the practical challenges of using some controlled trial experimental designs prevent their being used, and that the technology of the intervention is often changed during the trial and that,

“JAMIA publishes qualitative evaluations and reports of studies that employ methodologies designed to model behavioral and social systems and does not restrict its publications to quantitative evaluations or studies that utilize methodologies designed to model physical systems. Therefore, JAMIA ignores the perceived dichotomy between “soft” versus “hard” sciences. The field of health and biomedical informatics is diverse and each study is unique; thus, it is important to understand what is most appropriate for a particular investigation and to avoid a priori rule-in or rule-out of particular methodologies”

Lehmannm & Ohno-Machado (2011)
Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association.

Liu and Wyatt (2011) note some of the criticisms of RCTs in the field of medical informatics:

- Trials are unethical.
- Clinical information systems are too complex to be evaluated by RCTs.
- There is mixed evidence that RCTs can be successfully applied to medical informatics.
- Other study designs can also provide evidence that is just as reliable as RCTs.
- Trials are too expensive.
- Theory or case studies can reliably predict what works.
- Clinical information systems can do no harm.
- RCTs take too long, and technology in medical informatics moves too quickly.
- Trials answer questions that are not of interest to medical informatics.

They answer each criticism and present the case for RCTs, arguing that it has been underused in medical informatics, could be used with modifications, and needs to be used when the risk/cost stakes are high. They describe quasi-experimental designs which can be used more (discussed later in this volume and in
Friedman & Wyatt (2006), and note how a multi-arm randomized trial can be used to quantify the contributions of different components of a complex intervention.

For evaluating DHTs, Freeman et al. (2006) propose that evaluation assesses:

- Extent of fit between the innovation and context
- Stakeholder perceptions and experiences of the innovation
- Extent of change to services and outcomes
- Extent to which new practices have become embedded
- The effects (and unintended consequences) of the innovation on services, services users, and the wider system
- Learning that can be transferred to other settings and how this relates to the broader literature on innovation.

Williams (2011) proposes that:

“...when measuring inputs and outputs of innovations, the former are likely to include quantifiable financial, human and physical resources alongside the more difficult to measure tacit knowledge (Adams et al. 2006). Issues to bear in mind when drawing up a list of outcome measures include not just benefits to the organization and patients, but also the distribution of positive net benefits, for example, between organizations, functions and user groups.”

Coyte & Holms (2007)

Overall, evaluators of DHTs have been readier to use a range of evaluation designs and action evaluation than medical and health service researchers. There is much to be learned from the debate about methods in this and other fields, and from the way methods have been developed which would help the much needed innovation in methods for evaluating complex social health interventions: one of the aims of this document is to draw on these discussions to contribute to such innovation in methods.

1.6. Summary

Evaluation is systematically gathering information and making comparisons to enable a user to make a better informed decision about a change they are considering. There is useful guidance for evaluating complex interventions, but this guidance has limitations for answering many questions posed to evaluations of small and large scale changes or programs. CSIs are often not standardizable, may be multi-level, and are also subject to psychological, social and political influences which are often unpredictable. Although traditional experimental evaluation designs can be used to answer some questions about some CSIs, many CSIs require other designs to inform a variety of evaluation users’ decisions. The distinction between complex interventions and complex social interventions does not distinguish different interventions. The distinction is one between different ways of conceptualizing interventions and points to different ways of answering evaluation questions.
2. Challenges for describing and evaluating complex social interventions

Some challenges are more extreme versions of those faced by any evaluation, but some are unique to CSIs. This part of the document notes shortcomings described by previous research, and discusses the challenges for evaluators.

2.1. Shortcomings of evaluations of CSIs

The first set of limitations described in the literature refers to inadequate design for certainty about effects. Many systematic reviews of evaluations of complex interventions assume the question is only, “did the CSI have an effect on important patient outcomes?”, and assess an evaluation according to whether it used designs and methods thought to be best for identifying any such effects, such an RCT. Thus Cochrane reviews often note the limitations of many evaluations in relation to review criteria such as randomization, blinding, and control of confounders (EPOC 2009).

Practical: time, costs, randomization, controls and static standardization

Controlled trials take time and are costly to carry out. When the intervention is a change to provider units, randomization of these in sufficient numbers may be difficult to achieve. It may be difficult to agree beforehand on a set of controls not getting the intervention. The intervention may be difficult to standardize or hold constant, and some interventions may need to be adapted during implementation in ways which cannot be pre-defined. Proponents of RCTs suggest that RCTs can accommodate tailoring to the situation, as in adjusting the dose to the patient, and have suggested different modifications to design which are described later in this document.

In considering shortcomings, Kessler & Glasgow (2011) suggest about RCTs:

“When applied to the other major issues facing health care today, such trials are limited in their ability to address the complex populations and problems we face.”

...and further, that,

“A moratorium is proposed on such research for the next decade, and pragmatic, transparent, contextual, and multilevel designs that include replication, rapid learning systems and networks, mixed methods, and simulation and economic analyses to produce actionable, generalizable findings that can be implemented in real-world settings is suggested”

Descriptions: intervention and context is not described

One shortcoming noted by Campbell at al (2000) is a lack of description about exactly what the intervention was and the setting in which it was implemented. This has also been noted in many other reviews (Michie et al., 2009).
Descriptions are needed to allow others to reproduce the CSI. One example is evaluations of dedicated stroke units, where there are often great variations in staff characteristics, clinical practices, management protocols, and infrastructure – another example is evaluations of rapid response teams, where there are similar variations. Without good descriptions of the intervention and the context, it is difficult to assess if the intervention was implemented fully and as intended, or implemented in a context for which it was not designed.

This makes it difficult to judge generalizability: whether the intervention could be implemented elsewhere and if the results would be similar. Campbell et al’s (2000) conclusions are not just regarding the need for better description, but also that “unless the trials illuminate processes and mechanisms they often fail to provide useful information”.

Outcomes: not explained by theory
One criticism is that many evaluations do not assess whether all the components of a CSI are needed or the contribution which each individually and together make to the outcomes. RCT designs in particular have been criticized for this, but a multi-arm randomized trial can be used to quantify the contributions of different components of a complex intervention (Friedman & Wyatt 2006, Altman 1991). Each arm of the trial exposes a group to an intervention component, or refers to the control group. If components of the intervention are not known, an expert panel can be used to define the potentially important components as a basis for the design (Friedman et al. 1998).

The above description-limitations are echoed in Glasziou et al. 2008) and in a review of 72 evaluations of quality improvement breakthrough programs (Schouten 2008). These involve project teams from different services meeting to learn and apply quality methods and to share experiences and results (Kilo 1998). This review first notes shortcomings arising from researchers not being able to apply adequate experimental design features, such as possible differences in baseline measurement between sites, limited data about the characteristics of control sites, no specification of blinded assessment, and possible contamination. But in addition, Schouten et al. ask for more understanding of why there were variations of performance between the sites:

“The data collected in the included studies did not provide the information needed to understand and explain the findings. To understand how and why quality improvement collaboratives work it is necessary to look into the “black box” of the intervention and to study the determinants of success or failure”

Schouten (2008)

Proponents of RCTs and many quasi-experimental designs argue that all you need to know is that it works, or that it works in a number of settings. This is countered by the argument that, for CSIs, as opposed to discrete prescribed interventions like medications, you may need to know why it works, and how it depends on or interacts with its environment, in order to reproduce it. These points are discussed in a later section on “the causality debate”.
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Figure 1: Common shortcomings of evaluations of complex social interventions

**Implementation assessment failure**—The study does not examine the extent to which the program was actually carried out. Was the intervention implemented fully, in all areas and to the required “depth”, and for how long?

**Pre-study theory failure**—The study does not adequately review previous empirical or theoretical research to make explicit its theoretical framework, questions, or hypotheses.

**Outcome assessment failure**—The study does not assess a causal chain of outcomes or a sufficiently wide set, such as short and long term impact on providers, organizations, patients, and resources.

**Outcome attribution failure**—The study does not establish whether the outcomes can unambiguously be attributed to the intervention or list and assess other possible influences on outcomes.

**Explanation theory failure**—There is no theory or model that explains how the intervention caused the outcomes and which factors and conditions were critical.

**Measurement variability**—Different researchers use very different data to describe or measure the complex social intervention process, structure, and outcome. It is therefore difficult to use the results of one study to question or support another or to build up knowledge systematically.

Øvretveit & Gustaffson (2003)

**Questions beyond “does it work?” effectiveness questions**

The above and other discussions of experimental evaluations of complex interventions emphasize the need for better descriptions, but also a better understanding of why there may be differences in outcomes between sites, and of the influences through which the intervention may have its effects (Schulz et al. 2010, Glasgow et al. 2003, Fan et al. 2010, Glasziou et al. 2008). The “explanation criticism” is unfair because experimental designs are not often designed to answer questions other than the “does it work?” effectiveness question. However, these discussions indicate a need to answer other questions beyond the effectiveness, questions such as:

**Description: what are the details of intervention and context?**

- What are the details of both the content of the intervention-change and the steps and actions to implement it, so that we could reproduce it in our setting?
- Are there factors apart from the intervention which were helpful or necessary to carry out the intervention-change and which we need to know about to reproduce it in our setting?

**Implementation: how was it implemented?**
Adaptation methods, facilitation, researcher role, and progress monitoring feedback

- Are the methods to adapt the intervention to the setting described and reproducible in our setting, if adaptation is needed?
- What was the role of researchers or others in assisting implementation and are additional specialists needed to reproduce the intervention in our setting?
- Is monitoring data on implementation and results necessary to adapt and check the intervention impact, and if so which data, and can they be collected and reported easily and at low cost in our setting?

Attribution: how certain can we be that the intervention caused the outcomes reported?
These relate to the “does it work?” effectiveness question but ask further questions about benefits to patients, if these are not reported, and to whether other possible influences could have caused outcomes even if there were controls:

- Are there controls for ensuring implementation is carried out as described, and for excluding influences other than the intervention on the outcomes?
- How certain can we be of positive outcomes for patients if the outcomes are process of care outcomes which are “thought to ensure improved patient outcomes”.

Generalization: can we copy it and get similar results?

- Do we have enough details to copy it and do we have the resources to do so?
- If we did copy it could we expect similar outcomes or are there context influences which would affect the outcomes in our setting?

Usefulness: are the intervention and implementation feasible?

- Are the costs to implement, operate and maintain the intervention-change estimated, and is it economically feasible for us?
- Can we reproduce the resources and necessary conditions for implementation and sustainability in our setting?

In summary, criticisms have been of failure to apply rigorous experimental design, limited descriptions, and no explanations for variations in outcomes between units receiving the intervention. Innovation in research methods is needed to improve descriptions, explanation, and prediction of results in different settings.

2.2. Challenges for experimental evaluations of complex interventions

Experimental evaluations focus on answering the, “is it effective?” question. Usually these designs concentrate on a few measures of effectiveness and collect these data “before” and “after” the intervention to assess if the intervention made a difference to these measures. The designs use different methods to assess how certain we can be that difference between the “before” and “after” data are caused by the intervention rather than by something else. These designs include the randomized controlled trial design, matched comparison trials, pragmatic trials, “before” and “after” evaluations
Researchers using these designs to answer the “is it effective?” question face the following challenges, which are not unique to complex interventions but may arise in a more extreme form:

- **Describing the intervention** and the different components, including how much of the implementation actions to include in the definition of the intervention:
  - For an intervention to an ICU to prevent central line bloodstream infections (CLABSI), is the intervention only the changes to clinical practice, or does it also include changes previously made to the ICU which make it easier consistently to follow the new clinical practice, such as a clinical unit safety program (Pronovost et al 2008, AHRQ 2011)?
  - A description is needed for others to understand what the intervention was and to reproduce it if they choose to. Trials of simple clinical interventions have also been criticised for not giving sufficient descriptions (Begg et al 1996; Schulz et al 2010).
  - If it is essential for implementers to adapt an intervention in an undefined way, how to document the adaptation? Physicians adjust dose according to trial protocol, but implementers have far less precise guidance and greater latitude in how to adapt some CSIs.

- **Deciding which outcomes** would indicate effectiveness, and how to capture any indications of unexpected and unwanted outcomes:
  - Which possible effects of a CLABSI intervention to an ICU can be measured or documented, and which are most relevant to the evaluation user’s decisions? Is there evidence that intermediate or process data, such as orders for medications for treating bloodstream infections, are reliable and valid indicators of effects of the intervention? Should the evaluation collect data about costs and possible savings? If the intervention is at multiple levels, which outcome data should be collected? Should data on many outcomes be collected or should researcher-resources be concentrated on collecting fewer outcomes with more validity and reliability?
  - The “causal chain” from intervention to patient or cost outcomes may be through a number of intermediate stages. This requires that outcomes are collected at each stage of the causal chain to trace final impact, as shown in the example study 4 described in the appendix (Nazareth et al 2002). Or can the evaluation rely only on evidence from other research that achieving an intermediate outcome is predictive of likely impact on later outcomes?

- **Randomization** of subjects to receive the intervention and its comparison may be difficult when these are individual providers, service teams or units or health systems.
  - If the number of possible providers or units is small (e.g., 30 or fewer), randomization does not distribute sufficient numbers to “experimental” and “control” groups to allow sufficient certainty about whether outcome differences between the groups are due to the intervention or something else.
• Alternatively, **matching** intervention and comparison groups to reduce confounding influences also may be difficult. This is especially so if there is no evidence or theory about which characteristics of providers or services may make them more or less susceptible to influence by the intervention.

Generally, an evaluation study or an evaluation design can only answer one or a few questions, and its validity is to be judged in terms of how well it answers these questions. A randomized controlled trial (RCT) is often the best of designs for answering the question, “what were the effects of this intervention on the recipient in terms of these measured variables...?” It is the worst of designs for answering questions such as, “how did the intervention evolve over time and which factors influenced this evolution?” Thus the shortcomings of an evaluation are in relation to the question it set out to answer.

### 2.3. Challenges for evaluations of complex social interventions

Critics of the experimental approach to evaluation have proposed that, in addition to the challenges noted above, there are further challenges which arise because the “social” nature of the intervention is such a central part to it (Greenhalgh et al. 2004, Dixon-Woods et al. 2011, Ferlie et al. 2005, Øvretveit 2011a). These criticisms arise from conceptualizing CSIs as,

• a series of actions carried out by human beings, with varying intensity and quality,
• to influence other human beings, who have choice, and are exposed to competing influences,
• in a changing social, economic and political situation which affects people’s actions and responses.

The actions of a pharmaceutical or surgical treatment can be described as a “mechanism” which operates according to natural laws of physiology, which are largely independent of what a person thinks about it. Actions such as education, feedback, financial incentives, or directives depend for their effects on how individuals interpret the meaning of the action. A directive to nurses to wear a sign “do not interrupt while preparing and dispensing medications” was not used by some, who interpreted this as an insult to their intelligence, and another action by management to be resisted because it disrespected their professionalism.

There is a regularity in how people, groups and organizations interpret the intervention actions to influence them, and in the outcomes of the intervention because individuals share group norms and cultures. However, the outcomes are still less predictable than those from a mechanical or physiological action on a human body.

In addition, the social world of which the individuals and groups are part of changes in a way in which the human body does not, and in ways which are significant for how the implementation actions are interpreted. A series of articles in a nursing journal about “do not interrupt” signs, and a recommendation by a safety association persuaded more nurses that this was good nursing practice and not an insult to their intelligence and professionalism.
There are often many outcomes which are of interest to one evaluation user group or to different stakeholders. Often qualitative data about outcomes is the only feasible data collection strategy, such as documenting informed observers’ assessments of whether the outcome was achieved and the evidence they give for their assessments.

Complex social interventions often comprise of a series of actions, as for example in a health promotion campaign for “healthy lifestyle” (e.g., HealthyPeople.gov 2011). The desired effects depend on the intervention actions being carried out, as well as the social conditions which support the actions: the degree to which the actions can be fully and consistently carried out depends on the conditions surrounding the actors, such as higher level support, resources, time, knowledge, and skills. The effects of these actions also depend on conditions which help and hinder the actions to have the desired results (e.g., media or cultural influences which contradict or complement the actions and which interact with the actions). The sustainability of such interventions and their results depends even more on the surrounding conditions – short-term evaluations are less sensitive to the role of surrounding conditions and how they change. To understand which conditions are necessary for implementation and desired effects, it does not always help to “control these out” as “confounders”. It may be better to understand how they have their influence.

As a result of these considerations, some evaluation researchers seek to answer questions other than the, “is it effective?” question, and use methods which seek to understand how the intervention “causes” its effects. These methods give more recognition to the social nature of the intervention. This alternative way to conceptualize CSIs leads some evaluators who hold these ideas to be reluctant to use the term “intervention”, which to them suggests a discrete isolatable force, aimed at “targets”, viewed as objects in their response. Instead subjects are viewed as “taking up” the “intervention” resources or ideas offered, if they choose to do so, and creatively applying it in their setting. “Intervention” is regarded more as “facilitated uptake” by active subjects who may then make innovations to the intervention which can make it more or less effective than it would otherwise be in their setting. Indeed “evaluation” is viewed by some using this idea as a less useful term than enabling continuous learning for improvement.

2.4. Challenges summary

Some CSIs can be prescribed, implemented with fidelity to the prescription and evaluated using experimental designs and controls. However, such designs may not be appropriate for other CSIs and for other questions because:

- Replication of a complex intervention may be more difficult elsewhere: requirements for standardization and control needed in the study design may be difficult to achieve in routine practice.
- Prescription of the intervention components may not be appropriate. Implementation often requires implementers to revise the intervention in ways which cannot be prescribed, but guidance can be given for methods for making adaptations. Description of the changes and
methods used in practice is thus necessary, which may call for refocusing the evaluation on other outcomes than those originally planned.

- The time taken for the study may be too long for practice and policy, especially for evaluations of changes which involve rapidly-developing technologies.
- To inform their actions, stakeholders have a need for information in addition to “is the intervention effective for producing these selected outcomes?”
- For these and other reasons, observational and action evaluation designs are needed, but these have their shortcomings and are not as well understood as experimental designs.

3. Example Evaluations

Appendix 2 of this document presents evaluations of CSIs to illustrate a number of contrasting designs for answering different questions. The summaries of these evaluations present the question addressed, the intervention evaluated, the design, the outcomes measured and discovered, the certainty about and question addressed, the intervention evaluated, the design, the outcomes measured and discovered, the certainty about and question addressed, the intervention evaluated, the design, the outcomes measured and discovered, the certainty about and The eight example studies are:

1. RCT of a care transitions intervention
2. Pragmatic Cluster RCT of a multifaceted intervention in ICUs
3. Interrupted time series evaluation of a hand hygiene intervention
4. Prospective observational evaluation of an intervention to change primary care physicians’ behavior (mixed methods)
5. Prospective observational evaluation of large scale safety program (mixed methods)
6. Process evaluation of an intervention to promote smoking cessation
7. Case evaluation of a program for electronic summaries of patients’ medical records (mixed-methods)
8. Realist evaluation of large scale “transformation” of health services in London

3.1. The eight example studies in appendix 2 reflect different perspectives and paradigms in evaluation

Differences between designs to some extent reflect different perspectives and paradigms in evaluation, most notably a contrast between positivist and interpretivist perspectives. This is summarised by Greenhalgh & Russell 2010, following Klein & Myers 1999, in the following way:
Table 1. Comparison of Key Quality Principles in Positivist versus Critical-Interpretivist Studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Over-arching principle of statistical inference (relating the sample to the population)</td>
<td>Research is undertaken on a sample that should be adequately powered and statistically representative of the population from which it is drawn</td>
<td>1. Over-arching principle of the hermeneutic circle (relating the parts to the whole)</td>
<td>Human understanding is achieved by iterating between the different parts of a phenomenon and the whole that they form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Principle of multiple interacting variables</td>
<td>The relationship between input and output variables is affected by numerous mediating and moderating variables, the complete and accurate measurement of which will capture &quot;context&quot;</td>
<td>2. Principle of contextualisation</td>
<td>Observations are context-bound and only make sense when placed in an interpretive narrative that shows how they emerged from a particular social and historical background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Principle of distance</td>
<td>Good research involves a clear separation between researcher and the people and organisations on which research is undertaken</td>
<td>3. Principle of interaction and immersion</td>
<td>Good research involves engagement and dialogue between researcher and research participants, and immersion in the organisational and social context of the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Principle of statistical abstraction and generalisation</td>
<td>Generalisability is achieved by demonstrating precision, accuracy and reproducibility of relationships between variables</td>
<td>4. Principle of theoretical abstraction and generalisation</td>
<td>Generalisability is achieved by relating particular observations and interpretations to a coherent and plausible theoretical model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Principle of elimination of bias</td>
<td>Good research eliminates bias through robust methodological designs (e.g., randomisation, stratification)</td>
<td>5. Principle of researcher reflexivity</td>
<td>All research is perspectival. Good research exhibits ongoing reflexivity about how the researchers’ own backgrounds, interests, and preconceptions affect the questions posed, data gathered, and interpretations offered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Principle of a single reality amenable to scientific measurement</td>
<td>There is one reality which scientists may access, provided they use the right study designs, methods, and instruments</td>
<td>6. Principle of multiple interpretations</td>
<td>All complex social phenomena are open to multiple interpretations. &quot;Success criteria&quot; and &quot;findings&quot; will be contested. Good research identifies and explores these multiple &quot;truths&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Principle of empiricism</td>
<td>There is a direct relationship between what is measured and underlying reality, subject to the robustness of the methods and the precision and accuracy of the instruments</td>
<td>7. Principle of critical questioning</td>
<td>The &quot;truth&quot; is not what it appears to be. Critical questioning may generate insights about hidden political influences and domination. Ethical research includes a duty to ask such questions on behalf of vulnerable or less powerful groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Different Kinds of Knowledge Generated by Different Kinds of Evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positivist Evaluations</th>
<th>Critical-Interpretivist Evaluations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on objective methods oriented to the collection of “formal knowledge” as data, thereby producing:</td>
<td>Focuses on naturalistic methods that may capture both formal and informal ( tacit, embodied, practical) knowledge, and also co-create learning through dialogue between stakeholders, thereby producing:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantitative estimates of the relationship between predefined input and output variables, and confidence intervals around these</td>
<td>• Map of the different stakeholders and insights into their expectations, values, and framings of the program; illumination of who is accountable to whom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Deconstruction of “context” to produce quantitative estimates and/or qualitative explanations of the effect of mediating and moderating variables on the relationship between input and output variables</td>
<td>• Problematisation of “success”; insights into the struggle between stakeholder groups to define and judge success and whose voices are dominant in this struggle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Judgement of the extent to which a program has achieved its original goals and the contribution of different elements in the original chain of reasoning to this</td>
<td>• Illumination of how the eHealth technology exacerbates (or, perhaps, helps overcome) power differentials between different groups (e.g., through differential exposure to surveillance or access to data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Statistical generalisation, allowing prediction of how well a particular eHealth technology is likely to work in other contexts and settings</td>
<td>• A rich, contextualised narrative that conveys the multiple perspectives on the program and its complex interdependencies and ambiguities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantification of how evaluators' formative feedback has influenced outcome</td>
<td>• Theoretical generalisation, allowing potentially transferable explanations of the dynamic and reciprocal relationship between macro-, meso-, and micro-level influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Endpoint” knowledge with evaluation methods providing the means to the “end” of producing judgements in a final evaluation report</td>
<td>• Reflections on how formative feedback and the relationship between evaluators and evaluands may have influenced the program, hence advice to future evaluators on how to manage these relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explanatory and predictive knowledge</td>
<td>• Understanding and illumination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Choices for research design for evaluating CSIs

This section describes different designs for answering different questions for evaluating different types of intervention-change or different services or policies. It describes issues in deciding which design to use. The guidance which follows from this, about practical steps for carrying out an evaluation, are given in the second volume companion document, which also give tools and resources for carrying out each design. Appendix 2 summarises eight example studies and gives a commentary of the strengths and weakness of each.

4.1. What is “evaluation design”?  

The purpose of an evaluation design is to show which data will be collected and when, and to show the comparisons to be made to answer the evaluation question. A design shows the logic of the evaluation, not the logistics, which are the more detailed practical timetabling of who does what, and when. The design does not show details of data collection methods, and the comparison can be simple, such as before and after the intervention – it does not always involve a comparison group.

The evaluation design shows in outline the people or organizations exposed to the change or the service which is to be evaluated, which data will be collected and when, and the time perspective of the study: whether it is a prospective-planned, contemporaneous, or a retrospective evaluation.

Designs are best represented as a time diagram picture: for example the picture below shows time vertically in one of the study designs summarised in the appendix, of an evaluation of an intervention by pharmacists visiting primary care centers to improve physicians’ guideline compliance. The picture shows the timeline starting at the top and going down the page, and shows the outcome data to be collected – one thing missing is the times at which these data will be collected.
Other ways to draw a picture of design are shown in the Volume 2 guidance.

### 4.2. Approaches to evaluating CSIs

#### Three main approaches

An overview of the literature on evaluations of CSI shows that there are three broad approaches, which are each discussed in more detail after this overview:

1) **Experimental and quasi-experimental**

   In this family of designs, the change or service evaluated is thought of as an experiment, and the change is planned before it is introduced. Data gathering methods are piloted and then “baseline” data collected before the intervention-change and then later. Usually the data is quantitative data, from
measures carefully selected to indicate any outcomes which are related to the evaluation user’s questions and decisions (Campbell et al. 1966).

In this document, prospective time-series designs are classified as quasi-experimental because the intervention and data gathering are planned ahead as if the intervention were an experiment. Some other discussions classify time-series designs as “observational designs” when they do not have a comparison group that is not exposed to the intervention. Also, many researchers do not consider PDSA quality improvement testing as a research evaluation design, but this document here includes these as quasi-experimental designs (see also Speroff & O’Connor 2004, and Morrison et al 1996).

These and other designs are discussed in more detail below and in the Volume 2 guidance.

2) Observational

The design and intervention. This approach is used in many evaluations termed “formative”, “process” “case” and “program” evaluation. Some designs in this category are called cohort, case control and cross-sectional, usually if the data collected are quantitative in nature.

The fact that a pre-planned intervention experiment is not used does not mean that studies using this approach do not use other scientific techniques, like formulating and testing hypotheses about the possible effects of the intervention or service on the subjects about which data are gathered. Data can be collected through qualitative or quantitative methods or both: mixed methods approaches are increasingly used for evaluating CSIs.

3) Action approaches to evaluation

The main difference from the other two approaches is that the researcher-evaluator does not try to minimize the effect of the research on the intervention or service studied (which would increase generalizability of the findings). Rather the researcher-evaluator tries to help improve the service or intervention as it is implemented. Typically the researcher will present early findings to implementers and sometimes help them to design and redesign the intervention (Øvretveit 2002, 1998). In some respects, formative evaluations are action evaluations, but in the latter the evaluator continues to help improve the intervention using the findings from research and has a stronger continuing collaborative- and participatory- role with the implementers.

Action evaluations are not distinguished by the data collection methods they use – all three approaches can use data gathered quantitatively, qualitatively and mixed data collection methods.

Combining many design elements into a single study can produce evaluations with high validity and strength of causal inference as good as, and sometimes better than, randomized trials.

Wagenaar & Komro (2011), referring to “natural experiments”.
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4.3. What are the different designs for a CSI evaluation?

The research review for these two volumes found a range of designs are used to answer different evaluation questions. The most common designs are briefly summarised below. More details about each, and when and how to use them are given in the Volume 2 guidance. Appendix 2 summarises the following eight example studies and gives a commentary of the strengths and weakness of each.

1) Experimental and quasi-experimental

Comparative experimental
These designs plan and implement a defined intervention-change to “intervention units” which could be to patients (e.g., the CSI is a combination of services to patients with a chronic illness), or to providers (e.g., a combination of training and reminders to physicians to encourage compliance with clinical guidelines), or to service units (e.g., financial incentives and education to reduce hospital acquired infections) or a combination of interventions to patients, providers and service units. The defining feature is that some units receive the intervention change and some do not (the “comparison” or “control” group). Outcomes data are from measures selected to show the effects of the intervention. These data are collected before exposure (“baseline”), and then at one or more times after exposure, or “later” if the intervention is sustained for some time.

Planning of, and controls in implementation (such as a trial protocol which is “enforced” in different ways) try to ensure each unit is “exposed” to a standard intervention which is as similar as possible across the units. The aim is to reduce possible variations between units in the “dose” or “frequency” of the intervention, so as to maximize the certainty of attribution to the intervention of any of the before/later differences in the outcome data which are documented by the study. It also makes it possible to describe the intervention clearly and provide others with details of how to reproduce the intervention.

The varieties of this design use different strategies to design out other possible influences, apart from the CSI, on the data collected to assess outcomes:

Randomized controlled trial (RCT): Units are randomly allocated to be exposed to the change-intervention or some comparison intervention (or to none at all). Randomization in sufficient numbers reduces the possibility of there being differences between characteristics of the “intervention group” and the “comparison group,” which would make conclusions less certain about whether the outcomes were caused by the intervention rather than by a characteristic of the exposed units. The example studies 1 and 2 in the appendix illustrate how this design was used to evaluate two different CSIs).
Non-randomized comparative trial: Units receiving the intervention and comparison units are “matched” as far as possible for characteristics which might affect how they respond to the intervention. For example, if the patient is the unit being intervened upon, the evaluators may try to assign patients to both groups which are similar in age, sex, education and income. However, the group receiving and not receiving the intervention may be different in other ways, which affects outcomes which are not matched, and this adds an influence other than the intervention which confounds (confuses) the findings (giving a “confounding to the findings (Concato et al. 2010 and Concato & Horwitz 2004).

Cross-over comparative trial
In this variation, one group gets the intervention, while the other group gets none or another intervention, then the intervention is stopped for this group and started for the other group (e.g., Devon et al 2005). This may be suitable for CSIs where it is thought the effects of the CSI on the unit being intervened upon decays rapidly after the intervention is stopped.

Stepped wedge trial
In this, the units are often in the same organization (e.g., hospital units or wards). First one unit is exposed to the intervention, then, after a period, an additional unit is exposed so that the two units are now receiving the intervention. Then another unit is added, and so on, until all are exposed. Those not receiving it act as controls, not only because they do not receive the intervention, but also because both they and the intervention units are exposed to changes other than the intervention and which may affect outcomes, such as a hospital or national campaign on safety, which might not have been predicted when the trial was started (Brown & Lilford 2006). Mdege et al. (2011) propose this design for interventions that have been shown to be effective in more controlled research settings, or where there is lack of evidence of effectiveness but there is a strong belief that the intervention will do more good than harm; however, the authors emphasize the need for consistent data analysis and reporting across the units and through time.

Non-comparative quasi-experimental

Before-After design (or, more often, Before-“Later”) There is no comparison group: only one group of units is exposed to the intervention. The design collects data about features of the units which the intervention is intended to change, first before exposure, then later or after (e.g., providers’ knowledge before and after exposure to education, or patient infection rates before and after patient (or provider) exposure to education. The design involves listing other possible explanations for the before/after (or later) data differences and assessing their likely influence, but without comparison groups these explanations cannot be excluded.
Simple time series, or interrupted time series design:
The simple time series design is like a before-after design but there are many before- and many after- data-collection time points for the outcome of interest. The idea behind the design is that a series of data points before show an average level over the period (e.g., data collected every month about infection rates for 12 months). Then the intervention is introduced and the impact on the outcome data is assessed over the subsequent data points (e.g., there is a significant rise (or none) each month after, for a period of time). The general trends are assessed to see if the intervention changed the outcome of interest.

If enough time data points are collected in the right way, then statistical process control (SPC) methods can be used to define upper and lower control limits and to identify any special causes (such as the intervention) which significantly change the process (Carey & Lloyd 1995, Wheeler 1993).

Although there is no comparison group, the attribution of the change to the intervention is made more certain than for a simple before-after design by the series of data points over time which can show any “significant” change in trend. The time trends are also useful to see if any outcome is sustained. For example, one training event may show a sudden change to the outcome data but reduce to the earlier levels after a few weeks.

The interrupted time series design may be suitable for evaluating some CSIs: in this the CSI is introduced, and then stopped for a series of outcome data points, so as to assess whether the outcome data levels return to the average before the CSI. The interruption can be repeated, to increase certainty about whether the CSI really does affect the outcomes. The study example 3 in the appendix uses this design.

Quality improvement testing (PDSA)
Many quality improvement interventions are complex social interventions to provider behavior, care process or organisation. The plan – do – study – act cycle (PDSA) is an evaluation technique used in quality improvement to study whether a planned change, when implemented, has an effect on the outcomes of interest (Langley et al 1996). If this testing cycle is applied with a certain rigor, and possibly also using a time series design, then some researchers view it as allowing a reasonable degree of certainty about attribution of outcomes to the intervention in real-world settings, even without a control group. The design allows for, indeed requires, repeated changes to the intervention to check if revisions can improve the apparent impact on outcomes (“iteration testing” for “continuous improvement”).

Certainty of attribution for evaluation can be enhanced by using the approach described by Speroff & O’Connor 2004: formation of a hypothesis for improvement (Plan), a study protocol with collection of data (Do), analysis and interpretation of the results (Study), and the iteration for what to do next (Act). Different designs can be used within this framework but the time series design, with or without statistical process control methods, is the most common.
2) Observational

The intervention-change is not planned and introduced as an experiment with careful controls, but it and the outcomes are observed. This is often done retrospectively or concurrently with little time to plan, but sometimes the evaluation is planned and prospective before the intervention-change starts. These designs are used when controlled implementation is difficult or unethical, or when little time and resources are available or for other practical reasons – sometimes these designs are called “naturalistic evaluations” where the intervention or service to be evaluated is studied “in the wild,” often as it “evolves” in its “environment.”

The first sub-category are observational evaluations which collect quantitative data - the terms cohort, case-control and cross-sectional are usually applied to such evaluations, but these terms can be applied to describe evaluations using qualitative data as the terms describe the design, not the data collection method.

Quantitative: Cohort-, case control- and cross sectional- evaluation designs

Observational evaluation designs using quantitative data are usually termed “cohort” evaluations when they collect data about subjects exposed to the intervention at different times, sometimes prospectively planned. “Cross-sectional” designs are where data is collected at one time, looking across a range of subjects are usually retrospective: subjects showing the outcome of interest are matched with a control group who do not show it, and the researcher looks back to see which subjects were exposed.

Cohort evaluations: units are chosen, either on the basis of who will receive or have received the intervention. An alternative is to choose on the basis of high or low performance on an outcome, where the evaluation is seeking to assess what the effect of a variety of influences on the outcome may be (e.g., “why are these units performing so much better than others?”). The evaluator then measures a variety of variables that might influence the outcome. Over a period of time the units in the sample are observed to see whether or how they develop the outcome of interest (e.g., show high performance on some indicators), and statistical analyses are used to assess which variables are associated with these outcomes.

An advantage of the cohort design is that it can be used where retrospective evaluation is required or where RCTs are unethical or impractical. It is also useful for exploring different hypotheses about the strength of different influences on outcome – if data about these variables are available. The latter points to one of the limitations of retrospective cohort evaluations of CSIs – quantitative data may not be available for some possibly important influences, and informed observers’ assessments are often the only data which can be gathered. Another is that if two groups are compared it is difficult to control for all other factors that could influence outcomes.
Cross-sectional studies: this design collects data at one time point across a range of units, and is usually used to assess prevalence (e.g., how many personnel received the training?).

Case-control evaluation: these are usually retrospective. People or units with the outcome of interest are matched with a control group who do not show it. Then the evaluation assesses whether they were exposed to the intervention or other influences which may explain the difference (Mann 2003, see also Dreyer et al. 2010 on observational studies for comparative effectiveness research).

Major difference underlying the designs
Experimental designs focus on whether the intervention causes changes in a few measurable outcomes of interest, and use different methods to exclude “confounders.” Naturalistic approaches examine more variables or influences but are not able to establish the same type of certainty about associations, and sometimes conceive of the intervention as part of a system of influences.

Naturalistic approaches do not standardize the intervention but describe how it is implemented and how different local and broader factors affect implementation. They also document a variety of intermediate outcomes and impacts. As such they are suited to questions about impact and implementation (including adoption, spread and sustainability).

Qualitative or mixed methods observational evaluation designs
The second sub-category of observational designs are those which collect qualitative data or use mixed data collection methods, sometimes called “naturalistic approaches” to evaluation. The designs use specific techniques to maximize internal and external validity. This group of designs and these techniques are perhaps less familiar to medical- and health services researchers but have a long history with social scientists, international health researchers and in health promotion/education and public health research, as well as for educational, social work, mental health and welfare program evaluators (WHO 1981, Shadish, et al 1991, Greene 1993, JCSEE 1994, Owen & Rodgers 1999).

The main sub-categories are: single case evaluation, case-comparison evaluation, and the more recent realist evaluation, each with different designs within these sub-categories.

Single case evaluation
The single case usually refers to the “unit” receiving the intervention, which may be defined at different levels: one team, or one micro-system, or one organizational unit or system, or a region, and sometimes a nation, as in “evaluation of X health reform”.

Take an example intervention to improve hand hygiene: a combination of online training, assistance to build a measurement system for feedback to providers, and financial incentives. This intervention may only be directed at a specific level (e.g., one nursing unit), and the evaluation considers its impact on the unit and other outcomes, as well as the surrounding
“context” influences which may affect implementation of the intervention (e.g., top management support, existence of IT systems which can be used for easier collection and feedback of data (Alexander et al. 2006). Or the same intervention may be directed at more than one level (e.g., a state-wide intervention, run by a state-wide unit) in which case the “context” is national and local factors which may affect “uptake” of the intervention by the lower levels in the state.

Sometimes “the case” is the intervention, such as an intervention to patients, for example a special stroke service with multiple components which differ from “usual care”. The single case evaluation describes the data collection times and methods and validity techniques used to evaluate the stroke service, but without a comparison to “usual care”.

Some formative-, process-, outcome-, or program evaluations use this design. The appendix gives examples of three types of single case observational designs (Examples 4, 6, 7):

- Prospective observational evaluation of an intervention to change primary care physicians’ behaviour (mixed methods)
- Process evaluation of an intervention to promote smoking cessation
- Case evaluation of a program for electronic summaries of patients’ medical records (mixed-methods)

Other examples are provided by Walshe & Shortell (2004), Øvretveit & Aslaksen (1999), and Ovretveit et al. (2012).

Keen & Packwood (1995) describe case study evaluation (CSE) as,

“valuable where broad, complex questions have to be addressed in complex circumstances...when the question being posed requires an investigation of a real life intervention in detail, where the focus is on how and why the intervention succeeds or fails, where the general context will influence the outcome and where researchers asking the questions will have no control over events. As a result, the number of relevant variables will be far greater than can be controlled for, so that experimental approaches are simply not appropriate.”

Single CSE is useful where an intervention is not well defined or standardizable and cannot easily be distinguished from the general environment, or where it involves a number of components, each of which may change over time. Rather than assessing efficacy, CSE’s are more useful for describing and explaining implementation, a variety of intermediate outcomes, and for addressing questions concerning adoption, spread and sustainability. For evidence and for explanations of intermediate and patient outcomes, many CSEs use triangulation of data, which often include informants’ estimations about CSI outcomes. The degree of certainty about whether the CSI results in intermediate or final outcomes is less than for experimental designs.
because confounders and competing explanations are not controlled for and cannot be excluded. However, if other influences apart from the intervention are recognized and their influence understood (e.g., context factors) a case study design can allow the development of knowledge about how both intervention and context contribute to intermediate and final outcomes, as well as knowledge about implementation.

Case evaluation designs vary in the type of pre-data collection work which different designs undertake. Some use minimal pre-planning of which data to collect, and focus on documenting and describing the changes planned and made as the intervention is implemented, before then deciding which data to collect to discover different types of intermediate and later outcomes, or to check if intended outcomes are achieved. More often, and increasingly, case evaluations use theory to define which data to collect about which outcomes (Bickman 2008). This can be a theory of how actions in the program will lead to certain results, which allows the evaluators to identify which data to collect to assess if the actions are carried out, and which indicators or data may show intended or theorized outcomes at different stages (the program theory or logic model of the intervention (Shekelle et al. 2010)). The appendix summarizes the different types of theory which can be used.

**Case comparison evaluation**
This is like the above-noted “cohort” design, but uses the validity-enhancing strategies for qualitative data and mixed methods of the single case evaluation just mentioned, such as triangulation and program theory. The appendix gives as example 5 an evaluation of a large scale safety program which compared each of four hospitals receiving the program with other hospitals not receiving the program (Benning et al. 2011). Another example is a comparison of two case hospitals, each of which received a CSI to implement an electronic medical record (Øvretveit et al. 2007). This case comparison evaluation used previous research into similar interventions to pre-define which data to collect to test hypotheses from earlier studies about which aspects of the intervention were necessary for effective implementation.

**Realist evaluation**
These designs identify context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations in complex interventions in different settings, and aim to establish “what works for whom in which settings” (Pawson & Tilley 1997). The assumption, based on some evidence from education and criminal programs, are that, in social interventions, outcomes are a function of both “the mechanism” through which the intervention works and the context in which it is applied: there are different effects in different settings even if the same intervention is used. The appendix gives one example of an evaluation of a large scale “transformation” of health services in London which uses this design, and describes its strengths and weaknesses.

The aim is not only to describe the intervention but to clarify the “generative mechanism”: the essential idea or “active ingredient” which is the basis for the intervention (e.g., performance feedback). Using this approach, superficially different interventions can be grouped and
compared through their underlying logic. Another aim is to examine how much and how the mechanism depends on, or interacts with, the context to produce different effects.

The design uses a program model or theory (sometimes called a logic model) to select programs and test hypotheses about CMO configuration for one intervention in one setting. Then the design studies programs theorized as “similar” in other settings to examine how the interactions between C, M, and O vary. Interventions are viewed as “theories in practice”. Discovering poor or no outcomes for a similar intervention in a different setting is an opportunity to refine the logic model of the CMO configuration.

This approach thus emphasizes studying, in a variety of situations, the mechanism which is thought to generate certain results rather than one intervention at one site. The approach is similar to case study in describing and understanding outcomes as the product of an intervention implementation in context. However it differs from some case study evaluations in emphasizing the logic model testing and the comparison between different implementations, as well as elucidating the essential feature of the mechanism to allow comparison of a variety of superficially different changes.

A possible limitation of the realist approach for studying CSIs are that the concepts of context, mechanism and outcome are not easy to define and only illustrated in a few studies. It is also unclear exactly how “mechanism” is elucidated in such studies: “mechanism” does not just refer to the intervention components or implementing actions, but how this higher level conceptualization of “mechanism” is created is unclear - in terms of how the actions “work” (“generative mechanism”), which is different from their interaction with context.

Examples of studies using these methods to study safety, quality or other interventions to organizations include those by Redfern et al. (2002), Blaise & Kegels (2004), Byng et al. (2005 and 2008). Some limitations are described by Davis (2005).

---

**Evaluating innovations in healthcare delivery and DHT (from Williams 2011)**

“The complexity of innovation makes it unsuitable for experimental evaluation design (Booth & Falzon 2001, Berwick 2008). In order to capture the range of individual, group and organizational level processes and outcomes, a combination of approaches might be adopted. For example, qualitative individual reflections, evaluation of group process through action research and quality assurance in relation to organizational processes.

3) Action evaluation

Action evaluations aim to provide early feedback from the evaluation to enable CSI implementers to improve the CSI and its implementation. One assumption is that if the evaluation is useful to different parties during rather than after the evaluation, then evaluators can gain information and insights which they may not otherwise gain. By collaborating and participating in the shaping of the CSI, they may be
better able to document how it has changed and why, and be better able to explain later findings. The Greenhalgh 2009 realist evaluation described above was also an action evaluation, and formative to the transformation programme evaluated. Another example of an action evaluation of a continuous quality improvement CSI in a hospital is reported by Potter et al. (1994).

One variant of an action evaluation is being used in the VA to develop and evaluate the VA version of the patient centered medical home. Related to an earlier approach, termed “evidence based quality improvement” (Rubenstein et al. 2006, 2010), this approach involves the researchers assisting primary health care personnel in a number of ways to design and implement changes (providing evidence of effective practices, training in quality improvement methods), and to report findings from the evaluation to the implementers.

The limitations of action evaluation, compared to experimental designs, are to both the internal and external validity of the evaluation, and more-so than the qualitative case evaluations described above, because of the participatory role of the researcher. These limitations are traded in this design by the greater explanatory power gained by researchers from their action researcher role and participation. One challenge is to assess the role and impact of the researchers, in order that others are able to judge whether they need a similar input if they were to implement a similar CSI, either from other researchers or internal or external experts. Sometimes action evaluation is suitable for development phases of the CSI, or for CSIs which are likely to require significant modification to be implemented. The best simple overview of action evaluation is a section by Robson (1993) and a more comprehensive overview is by Waterman et al. (2001) (see also Hart & Bond 1996, and Morton-Cooper 2000 and Øvretveit 2002).

**Overlap between designs and different understandings of what the evaluation design terms mean**

There is an overlap between the different observational approaches. For example, the Southampton Heart Integrated Care Project (SHIP) gathered qualitative data parallel to an RCT, and was able to explain the negative results found in the RCT and show how different beneficiaries made sense of the intervention (Bradley et al. 1999). This was titled as a case study, but could be described as a qualitative-, process- or program- evaluation and has been cited as an early example of a realist evaluation.

**Paradigms underlying the above designs**

The “designs” used in some observational and action evaluations are sometimes called “approaches” because “design” implies, for some, a specific standardized set of research methods and procedures. In contrast, “approaches” are frameworks for conceptualizing the intervention and how to gather data. There is more latitude for the evaluator as to which methods and how they are applied than for experimental designs. Also, some of these approaches are newer and the methods have not been discussed and described as extensively as for experimental designs. This has its strengths, and also its weaknesses, namely, it is less easy to follow a procedure to learn and apply the approach, and less easy for others to reproduce the study to see if they get the same findings – an important criterion within the dominant view of science.
The idea of “approach” is illustrated in three different strategies used in program and case evaluation. At one extreme, inductive strategies build theory about how the intervention has its effects from the data collected in the study, usually qualitative data. In contrast, deductive strategies start with theory and test or explore theoretical propositions in the study, using theory to predefine the data needed to test these propositions. There are also “snowball” strategies which draw-in and test different theories during the research about how the intervention has the effects which are being documented, building and using theory in interaction with the data gathering. In addition case evaluation and action approaches can be classified as positivist and objectivist, assuming causal mechanisms and using quantitative measures; or as subjectivist and qualitative, assuming “interventions” work through people who make choices about whether to respond depending on their interpretations, motives and values, and influenced by culture and other social factors. This is not to say there are not procedures and conventions for testing the findings and ensuring validity, just that these are different, and arguably less prescribed and more reliant to certain interpretive skills of the researchers. In my view this means that to do good case and action evaluations requires more researcher skill and ability than some experimental designs, but also that bad case and action evaluations are both more common and less easy for researchers not familiar with these approaches to recognize.

More details
Appendix 3 gives more discussion about these approaches as they are often unfamiliar to medical and health services researchers, but increasingly used and useful for evaluations of CSIs. It includes a summary of how these approaches conceptualize both the CSI and the units responding to it as “moving targets” in a fast-changing environment, and gives notes on the resources needed and on criteria for assessing the quality of observational evaluations which use qualitative or mixed methods observational designs. The Volume 2 guidance also gives more details.

There are also other methods which can be grouped as “pre-implementation evaluation approaches” which include those described by Brown et al. 2008, as well as simulation modeling, or policy analysis which extrapolates from existing evidence to estimate costs and impact of spreading an intervention. Neither are multi-level modeling, Bayesian or adaptive trials described – references and resources giving guidance on these are given in volume 2.

How do I choose which design to use?
There is no one best design to evaluate a CSI. The RCT is the best of designs, but also the worst of designs, depending on the question. But the optimal design also depends on the constraints placed upon the evaluation (i.e., resources and time available, and the setting) and on the type of intervention-change being studied. The guidance in Volume 2 gives more details about the steps in choosing and
4.4. Issues to consider in applying designs to evaluate CSIs

Section 3 of this volume already described some of the shortcomings of previous evaluations of CSIs for answering different questions (Figure 1). In recent years the field has developed a greater understanding of the range of questions which evaluations of CSI sometimes need to address, and that some designs can never satisfactorily answer certain questions. This summary notes some of the issues to consider raised by different commentaries and studies covered in the review of the field carried out for this overview and guidance.

Define the information needed by users of the evaluation

One issue to consider at the start of an evaluation of a CSI is how to identify the information needed and formulate a question in a way which can be answered adequately by any evaluation design, given the constraints.

If the evaluation is to focus on providing practical actors with information to make decisions about the CSI, then the evaluators and the users need jointly to list which information would be needed better to inform which decisions. The evaluator’s role may include helping users to list the information needed and consider whether this information would make a difference for practical decisions and actions. The evaluator has in mind different designs and the costs and time-delivery parameters of these designs, and can show the users what is possible by when and for which costs. The process leads to agreeing on information to be collected by the evaluation, the questions it will answer and its purpose.

This implies that evaluations of CSIs always focus on practical users’ needs for action-oriented information, which is not the case. Academically-based evaluators may more driven by previous research in formulating their question, as they have a view to publishing in peer-reviewed journals, which requires their research to fill a gap or show it adds to previous research rather than primarily answering a practical question. However, formulating the information needed to do this and the purpose and questions of the evaluation are still a necessary and under-emphasised part of an evaluation of CSIs.

The two aims of answering practical questions in a timely and actionable way and contributing to scientific knowledge can be achieved by one evaluation design. But it is challenging to do so, and it may be that the evaluator has to focus on achieving one of these aims.

Choose the design to answer the questions and provide the information

Whether the question is primarily practice-action driven or research-science driven, the choice of design should follow from the question. Evaluators tend to specialize in particular methods and designs and may be blind to the possibility that another design is more suited to the question. The much needed
innovation in designs for evaluating CSIs to answer a range of questions requires all evaluators to consider modifications or hybrid designs which they may not have used before.

Understand and describe the limitations to the design for answering some questions
This is necessary to avoid others being misled by the evaluation findings in the final report. But at the start, defining the limitations can help innovation in design and method by sensitizing evaluators to possible data or strategies that could help the evaluation and provide answers to questions which it may not have otherwise been able to answer.

Recognise and address challenges which readers may have in using the evaluation
The point about researchers being unfamiliar with some designs and methods also applies to readers. Evaluations published in specialist journals can more often assume the average reader of such journals is able to understand the design and judge the significance and applicability of the results. Evaluation reports for a wider academic readership, or primarily for non-researchers, need to provide discussion of the design and methods which is not just more detailed but is also simplified and understandable for readers with knowledge of other designs, or of none at all.

In some cases the evaluator might not use a design if the user may not be able to understand and apply the findings generated by it, or because the evaluator honestly recognizes that they cannot present the design in a usable way. This applies equally to some quantitative analytic methods as to long narratives from qualitative or realist evaluations, which in theory are well suited to CSI evaluation but are difficult for some researchers to communicate or summarize.

Some qualitative observational or action evaluations cannot be summarized in tables or graphs, and only partially in models and diagrams. Long narratives are challenging for some practical decision makers to apply to their situation. Some quantitative techniques which report propensity scores and instrumental variables may be challenging for some researchers and non-researchers alike. Understanding is not widespread of multiple linear regression, or of analysis of covariance for continuous outcomes, logistic regression for binary variable outcomes, proportional hazards analysis or Cox regression, and Poisson regression when outcomes are measured as counts (Feinstein 1996, Concato 2012).

Pay attention to each of the “ADAGU” questions
Overall, it is best when designing the evaluation to note the strategies which can and will be used within the evaluation to address each of these questions below, which were presented in more detail earlier in this document. Stating these strategies will strengthen proposals for funding the evaluation, helps in developing innovations in design, and makes the final report more useful. Guidance on how to address them is given in Volume 2.

• Aims: which information is needed and what are the questions to be addressed?
• Description: what are the details of intervention, implementation and context?
• Attribution: how certain can we be that the intervention caused the outcomes reported?
• Generalization: can we copy it and get similar results?
• Usefulness: in which situations in which situations in which situations

4.5. The causality debate in CSI evaluation: do we need a theory of “mechanisms”?

“An evaluation was done of whether a fly painted on a urinal in Amsterdam airport would reduce spillage in men’s toilets. It did, by 96%. We do not need a theory of the male psyche for this evaluation to be useful.” (Comment given at a workshop UCLA in 2012)

A final issue to bear in mind when designing a CSI is the different assumptions underlying different designs about causality and about explanations for outcomes.

In the interpretive perspective to evaluating CSIs underlying some observational designs, the “causal mechanism” or explanatory principle is how the people “targeted” by the “intervention” understand it. The approach seeks to discover the meaning and value they give to the change which they see as being implied by the intervention for their behavior. This can help explain variations in success between different sites in one program being evaluated, and can give ideas about what to do to get success elsewhere not by copying the change exactly but by different actions to enable people to value and give meanings to the change which make it more likely they will take up the change in their behavior and organization.

For example, an intervention was made with a lecture about hand hygiene, reminder posters, and feedback about infections in nursing units. The assumption was that any behavior change depends on factors such as whether nurses believe infection rates are related to hand hygiene, whether they feel that they personally could be harming patients, whether they feel better about themselves as professionals and people if they follow hand hygiene and other factors. The intervention is mediated by nurses’ interpretations of its implications for their daily work and of its significance for their identity as a person and as a professional.

These causal and explanatory assumptions are different to those which may be appropriate for a drug or surgical treatment. Some proponents of experimental evaluation propose that such designs make no assumptions about the causal processes working through the intervention and its targets: that the experimental design simply discovers whether or not outcomes are significantly associated with the intervention: do nurses change their behavior or not? Put another way, some would argue that in an experimental design, no theory of mechanism is needed to assess if the CSI has the intended effects or not.

To this “defense” of experimental evaluation, proponents of the interpretive perspective argue first, that if the intervention did have the intended effect in the study setting, then there is no certainty it will have similar effects if repeated elsewhere. The nurses elsewhere may respond to it differently.
Secondly, that to reproduce the effects elsewhere it is necessary to understand nurses’ interpretations and design an intervention which provokes interpretations conducive to improved hand hygiene.

One counter-response by experimental proponents is that the intervention needs to be repeated in many settings, and if similar effects are observed, then there is then no need for theories about causal mechanisms and understanding interpretations. However, time and money do not usually allow repeated experiments in a range of settings possibly hostile to the intervention (which itself implies a theory to select “hostile settings”).

It is likely that different assumptions are appropriate for different questions, and that “opening the black box” of an intervention and theorizing about “causal chains” and “mechanisms” is not necessary to answer some questions, such as “does it have an effect on this outcome measure in this setting?”

5. Summary and future developments

The purpose of these two volumes of guidance is to enable researchers to evaluate complex social interventions more effectively. There is guidance on how to use some experimental research methods for evaluating complex interventions which are more well known to medical and health services researchers, and this is drawn on in volume 2, which gives practical guidance and tools for all designs (Øvretveit 2013b). This volume 1 concentrated on defining and explaining what is special about complex social interventions, and why and when evaluators may need to use designs and methods with which they may be less familiar.

What is special about CSIs is that they are social, which makes them more complex in their workings and possible outcomes. More accurately, many interventions can be viewed as complex, or as complex and social, the latter term emphasising a range of considerations and methods which help to answer certain evaluation questions when evaluating changes to attitudes, behavior and organizations rather than changes to human physiology.

People, individually and in groups, respond to the intervention – such as a combination of training, performance feedback and reminders - in different ways, and this mediates the outcome of the intervention. The outcomes are less predictable than the effects of a pharmaceutical intervention on physiological outcome measures, such as heart rate. They are more dependent on how people interpret the personal meaning of the intervention. Yet people’s responses are often surprisingly similar because they interpret interventions in a similar way because they are part of a group with similar norms and values. These are part of a wider “context” which affects their response in a greater way than a person’s bodily-context affects their physiological response to a pharmaceutical.

The social nature of CSIs does not mean they cannot be evaluated as if they were a pharmaceutical intervention and using familiar experimental designs - if the aim is to answer “does it work?” effectiveness questions about whether the intervention is associated with a few measurable outcomes. But it does mean the answers may be less generalizable to other people in other settings, unless the
Some researchers propose that effectiveness questions about some CSIs can equally or better be answered using observational designs, where theory helps to decide which data is gathered at points on a causal chain of intermediate and later outcomes. For other questions, such as “exactly how should we implement the CSI?” or “what are providers’ or patients’ experiences of being exposed to the CSI?” then qualitative or mixed methods designs give useful information for action and for developing scientific knowledge.

This volume 1 showed the range of designs and how each was suited to different questions, illustrating both common and promising designs in example studies in the appendix. It noted considerations in choosing and planning design and in carrying out an evaluation of a CSI which are further elaborated in the Volume 2 guide.

5.1. Needed developments for evaluations of CSIs

Methods to help formulate answerable evaluation questions
The overview for this document identified an important and unrecognized development which is needed: methods for formulating the information wanted from the evaluation and answerable questions. Evaluators of CSIs tend to be methods-rather than questions-driven, in part because there is no guidance and methods for formulating the wanted information and answerable questions, which would direct attention to the need for certain data and hence methods best for the evaluation with the time and resources available. In part it is also because little attention is given to the importance of this stage of an evaluation in most texts and training, or by funders or others. Such guidance and methods are needed to define: 1) the information which would make a difference to the decisions and actions of users; 2) the questions answerable by evaluations; and 3) the constraints to the evaluation which affect what it can achieve.

Flexibility in matching design to question and constraints
With attention to and methods for this formulating phase, evaluators may then be better able to select a design suited to the information, questions and constraints. Which raises a second development required for better evaluations of CSIs: more flexibility in matching design to question, and to the needed information and constraints. This in turn requires more awareness amongst evaluators and funders of a range of designs, and ways for evaluators to acquire skills for designs with which they may be less familiar.

Innovations to experimental and quasi-experimental designs and improvements to reporting
As regards experimental designs, a number of commentaries and studies have suggested ways in which these could be modified and developed for evaluating CSIs. Some have developed guidance, and
standards for reporting imply improvements in data collection, especially about the intervention and its context (Craig 2008, Schulz et al. 2010).

As regard RCTs, Wolff (2001) provides a useful discussion, suggesting that RCT designs, applied to some complex interventions, give findings which do not indicate whether the effectiveness of the intervention is due to the measured features of the intervention or other undocumented influences which are specific to site, staff, protocol or their interactions. Users are thus uncertain about whether the effects can be generalized to other populations or sites.

"However, this does not mean that we should disregard RCTs entirely, but rather that they should be modified. There are two possible ways: adding a comprehensive contextual evaluation based on mixed methods to the design, and using multiple sites..... What the future holds for the randomized trial of socially complex interventions is uncertain. At a minimum, the trials need to be more attentive to issues of selection bias, unmeasured context variables and ‘uncontrolled’ interaction effects.”

Wolff (2001)

Improving the validity of observational evaluations
For observational evaluations using qualitative and mixed methods, the primary limitations are to internal and external validity, which is where developments in design, data collection and reporting are most needed. New strategies are called for to increase the certainty about outcomes being attributable to the intervention in these designs. This involves:

- choosing outcomes which can be “linked” in theory and by empirical observations to the intervention,
- assessing the influence of the intervention relative to other contextual influences, rather than assuming mono-causal determination.

For quantitative observational evaluations, different statistical techniques including multi-level modeling, as well as more theory-informed data gathering could be used to improve both internal and external validity. These are described in Volume 2.

Some observational evaluation approaches rely on establishing causal chains, by using patterns of evidence from different data sources that point on the direction that certain intermediate or final outcomes are influenced by the intervention and/or other influences. In practice, many studies draw heavily on interviewee perceptions, and a few on expert opinion processes. One view is that stronger evidence of influence can be created through formulating causal chain models, and by more data triangulation and by more rigorously applying these methods.

Using and developing theory about contextual influences
Another view is that strengthening evidence about the intervention effects on intermediate or final outcomes is not where the focus of development should be, but rather on developing ways of
constructing better pre-study models to shape data collection about possible contextual influences on implementation, and using methods more rigorously to revise these models in the light of the data (Bickman 2000, Foy et al 2011).

Generic theories of conditions thought to be necessary for many types of change are a useful starting point for deciding which data about context to collect, to then be able to assess the relative influence of these factors on implementation (Helfrich et al. 2009 (ORCA) Damschroder et al. 2009 (CFIR), Stetler et al. 2011 (PARIHS), McCormack et al. 2008)

However, developments are needed so as to rely less on generic context theories or lists, and more on research which has found which contextual influences are most relevant to a defined category of CSI: the context factors which help and hinder implementing a falls prevention intervention in a nursing home are likely to be different to those important for implementing a computer decision support system in a teaching hospital, although both will probably be influenced by some similar factors if we view these at a high level of abstraction, such as leadership, financial incentives and regulations.

Related to this point, where studies do formulate initial models about context and/or causal chains, these are often not based on thorough reviews to search for previous research which has established empirically that certain context factors are important for a specific intervention. To help researchers to find this research and get on with their evaluation, a review is needed to show, by category of type of CSI, the context factors which previous research has found or suspects to influence implementation.

**Longer follow-ups, and cost estimates**
Another development needed is to cover longer time periods or have more follow up studies to document both how a CSI is or is not sustained, and longer term costs, as well as how changes in the context both help and hinder maintaining the CSI over these periods.

Finally, more priority needs to be given to including simple costing and financial estimations in CSI evaluations. In the current financial climate, an evaluation is largely irrelevant to practical users if does not give some indication of the costs of the CSI, and of the potential savings or ongoing costs of maintaining it, to different parties over different time periods (Øvretveit 2012). These indications can be, at the simplest, range-estimates, or more accurate budget impact assessments -- health economic evaluations are not likely to be feasible or needed for anything but high cost and high risk CSIs.

**6. Conclusions**

Many interventions to healthcare, to patients and to populations are not only complex but social interventions: the “social” emphasizes specific dynamics and an unpredictability which need to be considered by evaluators. This makes CSIs more challenging to evaluate than some interventions. Yet the cost and time increasingly invested in CSIs also calls for more resources to be allocated to their evaluation. It calls for improving evaluation methods and evaluator skills to answer different evaluation
questions so as to help users to make more informed decisions about whether and how to implement an intervention.

Experimental designs are suited to assessing associations between the presence of the intervention and measured outcomes for providers and/or patients. Observational designs provide less certainty about these associations because there is less control for alternative explanations for outcomes. Some observational designs are, however, able to develop explanations for outcomes which can assist in implementing the CSI in settings other than the evaluation setting. In action evaluations, researchers help improve the CSI as it is implemented and gain insights which further contribute to explanations about outcomes. However, the evaluator’s participatory role, if significant, may be difficult for others to reproduce, which reduces the external validity.

Awareness of the range of designs, and of better ways to formulate answerable evaluation questions, makes it more likely evaluators will better match design to the purpose of and constraints on the evaluation. Other developments are needed such as more attention to formulating questions and goals for the evaluation, formulating program theory before data gathering, and attention to context, reporting standards and costing. The accompanying Volume 2 provides guidance, tools and resources for researchers to improve their evaluations of CSIs.
Appendices

Appendix 1: Glossary of terms
(Based on Mann, C 2003 Observational research methods. Research design II: cohort, cross sectional, and case-control studies, Emerg Med J 2003;20:54–60)

Designs

**Cohort studies**: Look forwards in time by following up each subject
- Subjects are selected before the outcome of interest is observed
- They establish the sequence of events and can be used to discover causes of outcomes
- Numerous outcomes can be studied
- If prospective, they are expensive and often take a long time for sufficient outcome events to occur to produce meaningful results

**Cross sectional studies**: Look at each subject at one point in time only,
- Subjects are selected without regard to the outcome of interest
- Less expensive & quick
- Weaker evidence of causality than cohort studies

**Case-control studies**: Looks back at what has happened to each subject,
- Subjects are selected specifically on the basis of the outcome of interest
- Only one outcome is studied
- Lower cost
- Efficient (small sample sizes)
- Quantitative studies produce odds ratios that approximate relative risks for each variable studied as long as the outcome of interest is rare.
- Prone to sampling bias and retrospective analysis bias

Other terms
- **Bias**: The inclusion of subjects or methods such that the results obtained are not truly representative of the population from which it is drawn
- **Blinding**: The process by which the researcher and or the subject is ignorant of which intervention or exposure has occurred.
- **Cochrane database**: An international collaborative project collating peer reviewed prospective randomized clinical trials.
- **Cohort**: a group identified so that one or more characteristic can be studied through time.
- **Confounding variable**: A variable that is associated with both the exposure and outcome of interest that is not the variable being studied.
- **Control group**: A group of people without the condition of interest, or unexposed to or not treated with the agent of interest.
• **Incidence**: Is a rate and therefore is always related either explicitly or by implication to a time period. With regard to disease it can be defined as the number of *new* cases that develop during a specified time interval.

• **Latency**: A period of time between exposure and the development of evidence of changes associated with that exposure.

• **Matching**: Choosing control subjects, to be similar to the test subjects (e.g. similar age, or size of unit) so that these features can be excluded from the assessment of what caused the difference between controls and intervention subjects in respect of the outcomes measured.

• **Observational study**: A study in which no intervention is made (in contrast with an experimental study). Such studies provide estimates and examine associations of events in their natural settings without recourse to experimental intervention.

• **Prevalence**: Is not defined by a time interval and is therefore not a rate. It may be defined as the number of cases of a disease that exist in a defined population at a specified point in time.

• **Relative risk**: This is the ratio of the probability of developing the condition if exposed to a certain variable compared with the probability if not exposed.

• **Response rate**: The proportion of subjects who respond to either a treatment or a questionnaire.

• **Risk factor**: A variable associated with a specific disease or outcome.

• **Validity—internal**: The rigor with which a study has been designed and executed—that is, can the conclusion be relied upon?

• **Validity—external**: The usefulness of the findings of a study with respect to other populations.

• **Variable**: A value or quality that can vary between subjects and/or over time.
Appendix 2: Example studies showing the application of designs to different CSIs

List of the eight example studies

The following evaluation studies of complex social interventions were selected to illustrate the application of each design and to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the different designs. The summaries show the question addressed, the intervention evaluated, the design, the outcomes measured and discovered, the certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes and the strengths and weaknesses the design.

1. RCT of a care transitions intervention
2. Pragmatic Cluster RCT of a multifaceted intervention to ICUs
3. Interrupted time series evaluation of a hand hygiene intervention
4. Prospective observational evaluation of an intervention to change primary care physicians behaviour (mixed methods)
5. Prospective observational evaluation of large scale safety programme (mixed methods)
6. Process evaluation of an intervention to promote smoking cessation
7. Case evaluation of a programme for electronic summaries of patients’ medical records (mixed-methods)
8. Realist evaluation of large scale “transformation” of health services in London
Example 1. Randomized control trial of the “Care Transitions Intervention”
Coleman, E Parry, C Chalmers, S Min, S Chalmers 2006 The Care Transitions Intervention Results of a Randomized Controlled Trial Arch Intern Med. 2006;166:1822-1828

Question addressed:
What is the effect on re-hospitalization and hospital costs of a CSI which coaches chronically ill older patients and their caregivers and includes a “transitions coach”?

The intervention evaluated:
1) Tools to promote cross-site communication including a personal health record,
2) encouragement to take a more active role in their care and to assert their preferences, and
3) continuity across settings and guidance from a “transition coach.”

Table 1. Care Transitions intervention Activities by Pillar and by Stage of Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Intervention</th>
<th>Four Pillars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medication Self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Patient is knowledgeable about medications and has medication management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital visit</td>
<td>Discuss importance of knowing medications and having a system in place to ensure adherence to regimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home visit</td>
<td>Reconcile prehospitalization and posthospitalization medication lists Identify and correct discrepancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up telephone calls</td>
<td>Answer remaining medication questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The design:
750 older patients were admitted to the study hospital and randomly allocated to the intervention and a control group:
Outcomes measured and discovered:
- Re-hospitalization at 30, 90, 180 days (data abstracted from the study delivery system’s administrative records).
- Non-elective hospital cost outcomes 30, 90, 180 days.
- Intervention group showed lower re-hospitalization rates and lower mean hospital costs ($2058) vs. controls ($2546) at 180 days.

Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes:
An analysis showed no significant differences between key characteristics of the intervention group (n =379) and control group (n=371), so it is unlikely that the better results for the intervention group were due to any characteristics of the patients rather than their response to the intervention, all other things being equal. Other explanations could have been a systematic chance difference between the two groups in the primary care and after care services they received: to some extent this was minimized as all were covered by the same delivery system.

As regards generalization (reproducibility of the intervention and then the outcomes), the intervention could in principle be reproduced with more details about the different components. The results, though, might be different as in other places the primary care and after care may be different in a way which affects the impact on the intervention.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example:
The strengths of the RCT for some CSIs are illustrated in this design in being able to give a high certainty about the outcome findings as patient-characteristics and some other influences on outcome were controlled for. The design forces a focus on a few measures, and in this case it chooses measures and data gathering methods for these measures which could answer the research question: the data were reasonably accessible at low cost and were valid measures for the question.

The weaknesses are the resources and effort to enforce the trial protocol of carefully selected patients, fidelity of implementation to a prescribed intervention, and measurement are costly and difficult to reproduce in other settings. These implementation steps and the details of the intervention can be described in the trail report to give others guidance to reproduce the intervention, but reproducing it is still not always easy. These are the reasons why, although the RCT gives high “internal validity” (the certainty referred to above), the “external validity” (generalisability) is low, unless trials are done in many settings, which is usually too expensive and time consuming, unless cluster RCT designs are used – the next example.
Example 2. Pragmatic Cluster RCT of a multifaceted intervention to 15 intensive care units

Study funded by the Ontario health care delivery system, rather than a research funding agency.

**Question addressed**
Does a complex intervention to community based critical care units increase adherence to 6 quality activities that have been documented to improve patient outcomes?

**The intervention evaluated**
A multifaceted “knowledge transfer” intervention sequentially to improve delivery of 6 practices to personnel in 15 ICUs, covering education, dissemination of algorithms, and audit and feedback, transferred through an interactive telecommunication strategy (video conference based forum).

**Table 1. Components of the Quality Improvement Intervention**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational outreach</td>
<td>Monthly videoconference with study coordinators to discuss progress and implementation strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Videconferenced educational sessions provided by content experts for each evidence-based care practice; available for later viewing on Web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of a bibliography of evidence-based literature supporting each targeted care practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary of guidelines into easy-to-read bulletins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support of local champions in presenting educational sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders and other tools</td>
<td>Promotional items (posters, bulletins, lapels, pens, stamps, pocket cards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preprinted order sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Checklists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit and feedback</td>
<td>Daily audit of process-of-care indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly reports of performance measures to each ICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each ICU’s performance compared anonymously to peer ICUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The design**
Pragmatic Cluster RCT. In this design both “experimental” group (N=7) and the “control: group (n=6) received the intervention, but sequencing was used so that, over 4 months, a different care practice were targeted in the experimental group to that targeted in the control group. Put another way, this means during each 4-month phase of the trial, each group of ICUs received the active behavior change intervention targeting one care practice and simultaneously acted as a control group for the other group of ICUs that received the active behavior change intervention targeting a different care practice. This avoided randomizing a group of ICUs to no intervention, which, as the researchers say “could have been demoralizing”.

John Øvretveit
July 1, 13
Outcomes measured and discovered
The measures were selected to assess whether activities thought to improve patient outcomes changed as a result of the intervention and by how much. The activities aimed to prevent of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP), increase prophylaxis for deep venous thrombosis (DVT), increase daily spontaneous breathing trials, prevent of catheter-related bloodstream infections, increase early enteral feeding, and prevent of pressure ulcers. The “Table 2” from the report below shows a number of process of care indicators and measures which were collected from different data sources using different methods:
Trained data collectors used handheld wireless electronic devices that connected to a central database via a local server. Each participating ICU selected a data collector (a nurse or a ward clerk not providing patient care), who received data collection training from the central trial coordinating office. The measure definition was the presence of one process-of-care indicator and no contraindications to receiving the practice. Data were collected once daily.

The findings were that, overall, patients in ICUs receiving active intervention were more likely to receive the targeted care practice than those in contemporaneous control ICUs receiving an active intervention for a different practice. There were however significant differences between care practices in their increase compared to the “control”, suggesting some care practices are more amenable to improvement through this intervention than others.
Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes

The randomization and parallel switching of the interventions in the two groups does reduce the number of other explanations for the outcomes, but requires complex data collection and analysis. An observational study would not have been able to exclude temporal change as an explanation for the findings in the same way. The study also used a “decay-monitoring period” to assess if the improvements persisted and interviews with participants to possible ways in which the intervention had its effect and what helped and hindered.

As regards repeating the intervention, the time resources and effort to implement the trial were largely provided by the research and these resources may not be available elsewhere.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example

As regards the outcome measures, these are indicators which are thought to correlate with patient outcomes, but the evidence of this correlation is contested. It is a long and fragile causal chain from carrying out a pressure ulcer risk assessment to reduce pressure ulcer incidence. Following the care practice cannot be said with certainty to then result in better patient outcomes.

Even though there were over 9000 ICU admissions, this was not a large enough sample size to find differences in patient outcomes. A trial to do this would need to be too large and expensive to be feasible and requiring patient-level outcomes would have slowed down the study.

Another strength of the design is the useful evidence it provided about how the intervention appears to have significantly improved three care practices (for VAP positioning, CRBS and pressure ulcer risk assessment) but had little impact on three others (DVT prophylaxis, daily SBT and early enteral nutrition).

This study deployed its data collection resources to collect a range of measures from each ICU. The disadvantage of this is there is not much research time and resources available to assess the validity and comparability of the data, so there may be questions about data accuracy – the report describes a site inspection and audit of data collection at each ICU during the trial but no further details are given.

Cluster randomized trials are complex to carry out successfully. The primary outcome (summary ratio of odds ratios) is complicated to compute and understand but is appropriate for the research question.
Example 3. Interrupted time series evaluation of a hand hygiene intervention

Question addressed
Does a multifaceted hospital-wide intervention improve hand hygiene (HH) and reduce hospital associated infection in patients?

The intervention evaluated
Public statements by leadership 2) measurement/feedback (monthly audits on all units published on an intranet site available to all staff, and reported to executive leadership, clinical leaders and board members, 3) increased hand sanitizer availability; (4) education/training using internet and a certification programme for competency; and (5) marketing/communication with posters and screen savers, stories in medical centre publications and local news outlets, and direct communications with staff about expectations and progress towards goals.

The design
Three-year interrupted time series, with multiple sequential interventions, and 1-year post-intervention follow-up.
Outcomes measured and discovered
Implementation fidelity: measured the number of HH audits, the inventory of hand sanitizers consumed, and the number of HH-related posters, screensavers and articles in internal publications. To assess staff exposure to the interventions, measurement of the number of monthly visits to the report card website, the completion rate for the electronic learning module and the number of staff who were certified ‘competent’ in HH.

Observed HH compliance (%): direct covert observation by infection prevention staff (not blinded to the interventions), with training to ensure 90% agreement in measurement during simultaneous observation periods. Monthly observations in all units counted HH ‘opportunities’ (before and after contact with patients or their immediate environments) and documented whether HH was performed (how was this done without staff being aware is not described in the report). Compliance% = number of times HH performed by the total number of opportunities.

Rates of healthcare-associated infection per 1000 inpatient days: measured by daily review of microbiology data, with medical record review, and infection prevention staff applied standard definitions to identify all cases of bloodstream infection due to any organism, clinical infection at any site due to Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium difficile infection.
Results
1) Quite high intervention fidelity (details p 1021)
2) Improved HH compliance:

Compliance rates per units:
Physician HH rates using statistical process control analysis:

3) Infection rates

A below: Infections attributable to OR/1000 surgical cases
B below: Infections associated with inpatient and outpatient care /1000 inpatient days

C below: Scatter plot of monthly healthcare-associated infection index rates and hand hygiene compliance rates.

\[ r = -0.65 \]
\[ R\text{-}squared = 0.42 \]
\[ p \text{ value } < 0.001 \]
Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes
One strength was the assessment of stages in the causal chain which increased certainty that the outcomes were due to the intervention: 1) extent of implementation, 2) HH compliance, 3) infection rates. Another was the actions taken to select and collect a few key measures, the validity of these measures for the question, and the accuracy of the data on 1), 2) and 3). Both these are not necessarily intrinsic to the type of design (other observational designs include these elements), but show best practice in using this type of design.

Certainty of attribution may be reduced by the observation method which may be an intervention in its own right: staff must have known about monthly “direct covert observation” so the intervention is not just feedback of data but also either awareness of being observed or knowing an observer is present. Also a simultaneous state-wide campaign - the ‘High Five for a Healthy NH’ may have contributed to the results

Reproducibility of the intervention may be questionable because of the high cost. Timely feedback as an essential part of many CSIs and both process (compliance) and outcome data (infections) are collected for credibility. However the cost of this, especially monthly observations of all units, may be too high for many hospitals, so costs may make generalisability difficult without savings data and a return on investment assessment.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example
Sustained hand hygiene compliance is one of the most difficult changes to achieve and requires a CSI which includes an infrastructure and systems to sustain it (the latter was not described in the study). One strength was the assessment of stages in the causal chain noted above to increase the certainty of attribution. Also, the study used a ‘tracer condition’ less sensitive to hand hygiene - infections attributed to the operating room - as a comparison: that this rose at the same time as the other data feel increases certainty that these falls were due to the intervention.

The design was also about to accommodate the evolution of the programme, but it should be noted it did not give exact details the interventions introduced or intensified over the three years. This does not allow us to assess exactly which interventions were more impactful than others, or how much the results depended on a whole programme and a synergy between the components.

Another strength of the study, but not intrinsic to this design, was the use of process control charts which helped to look ahead and decide if the change was random or due to a special cause, and also to monitor the impact of the phased introduction of the interventions.

As with other studies of this type, it is the differences between units which are of interest: although the design was able to show this, it could not explain it. An additional retrospective study could have been made using another design and could have used compliance-observers insights to build a theory.
Example 4. Mixed methods prospective observational evaluation of an intervention to change primary care physicians behavior


Question addressed
Do educational outreach visits by pharmacists change primary care practitioners (GPs) prescribing and what are the barriers and enablers of change?

(a separate RCT assessed the effect of the intervention, reporting on changes in prescribing)

The intervention evaluated
Community pharmacists visited PCPs to give education on treatment recommendations for: angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors for the management of heart failure; aspirin for the secondary prevention of cardiovascular diseases; antidepressant therapy for treating depression; and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for the management of osteoarthritis.

The design
Mixed methods prospective observational evaluation. Each practice received an outreach visit for two topics and served as a control for the other two topics.
Outcomes measured and discovered

Staged outcomes Participation, attendance at educational meeting, pharmacists assessment of the visits; GPs' assessments of the visit (questionnaire), change in prescribing of medications compared to guideline (reported in the RCT study (Freemantle et al 2002)).

Data on pharmacists' assessment of the visits was by their assessing acceptability of the message to the GPs, their own overall performance, the rapport established with the doctors & prediction of whether the doctors' prescribing practices would change. Nominal group interviews were used to assess the pharmacists' views of the interventions. Two group interviews were held the 1st, soon after the
pharmacists had completed their initial visits and the second just before they had completed their last visit.

The details of the findings for each of the staged outcomes are given in the paper as well as the barriers discovered to changes in prescribing. As regards these changes, a 4% change in prescribing for the antidepressant guideline was observed and 2% change for the angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors guideline and 7% for the aspirin guideline.

Certainty about and generalisablity of the outcomes
The RCT study was to answer the, “does it work?” question. In contrast this observational study was able to being to answer the, “why does it work?” and the “what helps and hinders?” questions as well as the reasons for different impact on different types of prescribing.

As regards reproducing the intervention, the details provided would allow generalization, but whether the outcomes would be the same may depend more on the context in another setting, such as financing for drugs budget and incentives to reduce prescribing, which were not investigated in the study.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example
Interestingly this study alone could have given a less certain but useful and answer at a lower cost than an RCT to the “does it work?” question, because the causal chain was mapped and the links between the staged outcomes could be established. It provided data which made it possible to discover the barriers to changes in prescribing and explain the different changes which were achieved. One weakness was that the sample may have been biased towards change-receptive GP practices - a number declined to participate.
Example 5. Mixed methods prospective observational evaluation of large scale safety programme


Question addressed
What are the effects of the first phase of a multi-component safer patients initiative (SPI) on four participating hospitals, each in different countries in the UK.

The intervention evaluated
Multi- component organisational intervention similar to the USA IHI 100k lives campaign using quality improvement breakthrough methods, with interventions to improve specific care processes in certain clinical specialties and to promote organisational and cultural change.

The design
Mixed method before and after evaluation with five sub studies with 4 intervention hospitals compared to 18 control hospitals.
Outcomes measured and discovered

Eleven of the National NHS Staff Survey questions were used at two time points to measure variables such as staff morale, attitudes, and aspects of “culture” that might be affected by the generic strengthening of organisational systems that SPI1.

For the qualitative study, one researcher undertook three rounds of data collection. Between April and September 2006, she visited one medical ward in each of the four hospitals for one week for 150 hours of ethnographic observations and 47 interviews with different types of ward staff, focusing on general issues relating to patient safety and SPI1. Medical case notes were reviewed for much of the other data. Results Overall, the introduction of SPI1 was associated with improvements in one of the types of clinical process studied (monitoring of vital signs) and one measure of staff perceptions of organisational
climate. There was no additional effect of SPI1 on other targeted issues or on other measures of generic organisational strengthening.

Senior staff were knowledgeable and enthusiastic about SPI1. There was a small but significant effect in favor of the SPI1 hospitals in one of 11 dimensions of the staff questionnaire (organisational climate). Qualitative evidence showed only modest penetration of SPI1 at medical ward level. Of the five components to identify patients at risk of deterioration there was little net difference between control and SPI1 hospitals. Recording of respiratory rate increased; use of a formal scoring system for patients with pneumonia increased. There were no improvements in the proportion of prescription errors and no effects that could be attributed to SPI1 in non-targeted generic areas (such as enhanced safety culture). On some measures, the lack of effect could be because compliance was already high at baseline (such as use of steroids in over 85% of cases where indicated), but even when there was more room for improvement (such as in quality of medical history taking), there was no significant additional net effect of SPI1.

There were no changes over time or between control and SPI1 hospitals in errors or rates of adverse events in patients in medical wards. Mortality increased from 11% (27) to 16% (39) among controls and decreased from 17% (63) to 13% (49) among SPI1 hospitals, but the risk adjusted difference was not significant. Poor care was a contributing factor in four of the 178 deaths identified by review of case notes. The survey of patients showed no significant differences apart from an increase in perception of cleanliness in SPI1 hospitals.

Certainty about and generalisablity of the outcomes
The research used a pre-defined protocol, quantified safety practices and used independent case note reviewers who made observations across multiple hospitals (This reduced risk of bias in comparisons between institutions). Observations across the different levels within the hospitals made possible “triangulation” of data qualitative and quantitative collection and to increase the certainty about the findings.

The comparisons with control hospitals increased certainty that the outcomes were due to the intervention and not to other changes. Reproducing the principles and methods of the intervention would be possible as many details are presented in other documents, but whether the results would be similar is unlikely as the context would be different with different quality payment and other changes.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example

This design involved comparisons with “control” hospitals and used a before and after “difference in difference” approach to quantitative measurements. Most other large scale evaluations rely on the hospitals own quality project’s data collection, but this study made more rigorous research assessments. One weakness, apart from the cost of the study, was that randomization was not used: SPI1 hospitals might have had less room for improvement, and controls might have had higher than average performance, particularly as half were also selected as future SPI2 intervention sites. The SPI1 hospitals
were selected, not chosen at random and agreement to participate in the evaluation could have had a motivating effect in SPI1 hospitals compared to control hospitals.
Example 6. Process evaluation of an intervention to promote smoking cessation

Question addressed
How was the “Quit Together” an intervention implemented to improve smoking cessation and relapse prevention among low-income pregnant and postpartum women who receive care at community health centers (CHCs).

The intervention evaluated
A theory- and evidence-based intervention with three components: 1) a provider-delivered smoking intervention with providers trained to deliver guideline- based, tailored counseling at all visits; 2) prompts to providers using a office practice management system tailored to each clinic (to screen for smoking status, deliver the intervention, document the encounter, distribute materials, and arrange follow-up for patients); 3) processes to facilitate systematic communication and documentation linkages between clinics to promote consistency and continuity of the smoking cessation strategies for women.

The design
Process evaluation of implementation participation and interactions. Smoking cessation services at the 6 comparison “usual care” sites were clinical intervention without protocols. A separate controlled trial was carried out to assess outcome.
Outcomes measured and discovered

Process data were collected through eight methods:

- Organizational assessment (OA) reports. Collected from key informant interviews about program/clinic flow, structure, and process linkages among the clinics and key players. The interviews were analyzed to identify potential barriers and facilitators to integration of the intervention into each clinic of each SI health center’s operations.

- Contact logs. A semi structured form to record the intervention coordinator’s meetings with key personnel at each SI clinic, to track the expectations from each meeting and whether follow-up occurred. (It was reported that, from this, the coordinator “identified the underlying problem of a power struggle between two key individuals. She then tailored her actions to move the project forward”).

- Meeting notes. For meetings of the program boards, clinic work groups, and individual personnel key to the project, recorded type of meeting, participants, agenda, issues discussed, and decisions made.

- Training records. A Microsoft Access database was developed to track all SI providers trained.

- Key informant interviews (KIIs). Follow-up interviews halfway and at the end of the trial.

- Patient exit interviews (PEI). After every WIC nutrition appointment.

- Patient report of exposure in periodic surveys. At the final prenatal interview, questions prompted the patient to think about her most recent visit to the OB clinic. At the postpartum interviews, questions asked the patient to confirm implementation of the intervention protocol steps at her most recent pediatric visit.

- Chart reviews. Clinic staff at SI sites (a) placed a cue on each woman’s chart to remind providers to intervene for smoking and (b) placed an algorithm inside the chart for providers to record what they had done. A random sample of charts of women eligible for the study was examined to confirm presence of the cue and algorithm in the record and completeness of documentation.
Results: The main findings were about challenges to implementation of the QT strategy which explained program implementation failure, specifically concerning organizational context, planning and implementation.

Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes
The process evaluation triangulated and compared data from the KII, logs, and chart reviews were examined across clinic types (OB, PED, and WIC) for each site, across sites for each clinic type, and across
intervention condition (SI vs. UC). (“Constant comparison method” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). These methods increased the certainty about the findings.

Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example
Relevant data from the PEIs and periodic patient surveys also were reviewed. Observations are reported according to the key domains identified in the pre-study theory of the intervention bearing in mind three types of potential failure, theory, program implementation, and measurement failure. Translating the contextual factors into lessons for practitioners was conducted considering these three areas. This design was able to examine context factors affecting complex programmes of this type and show the “lessons learned” about barriers and approaches needed for implementation in similar programmes.
Example 7. Case evaluation of a programme for electronic summaries of patients’ medical records (mixed-methods)

Question addressed
- What is the usability, use, functionality, and impact of the summary care record (SCR), and what explains variation in its adoption and use?
- How was the SCR programme shaped by influences at the macro, meso, and micro level?
- What are the transferable lessons for practice and policy?

The intervention evaluated
Implementation of a SCR (a structured summary held on a national database and accessible to authorized staff over a secure internet connection) as part of a wider programme to implement an electronic medical record in the English public National Health Service (NHS)

The design
Case evaluation, using mixed methods informed by “utilization-focused evaluation,” and a method for interpretive field studies in large scale information systems (described in detail in Greenhalgh 2010). The former approach views complex programmes as having multiple stakeholders, each with different expectations of the programme and the evaluation (Patton 1997), and the latter approach is to make continuous, iterative comparison of findings in one part of the project with an emerging description of the whole programme (Klein and Myers’ 1990).

The design aimed to describe the intervention at a macro level (e.g. national policy, wider social norms and expectations), a meso level (e.g. organisational processes and routines), and a micro level (e.g. particular experiences of patients and professionals) using qualitatively and quantitative data.

Outcomes measured and discovered
The findings reported included narrative descriptions of “What stakeholders expected of the summary care record” and “Implementing the programme” - the different actions and experiences of participants. Data on use and non-use of summary care records was quantitative data: those collected and reported included, proportion of patients with a summary care record; access rates to this record by providers (low); trends in accesses; and impact on consultation times. Qualitative data included interviews with clinicians (which were used to explain the above); ethnographic data on 214 clinical consultations showed that non-access of the SCR had many different reasons, and benefits associated with summary care record use.

Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes
The mixed methods and theory-informed design made it possible to explain the low use and identify improvements needed. The understanding of the programme was enhanced by apply socio-technical
network theory to the data to view it a complex, dynamic, and unstable socio-technical network with multiple interacting sub-networks with individuals and organizations representing four different institutional “worlds”—political, clinical, technical, and commercial.

**Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example**
The literature review allowed pre-study identification of issues to explore and building a theoretical model to inform data collection. The researchers propose that “This enabled us to combine qualitative and quantitative techniques to highlight the competing conceptualizations and complex interdependencies of the SCR programme and to bring into frame numerous social, technical, ethical, and political explanations for why particular goals and milestones set by policy makers and implementation teams were or were not reached”.

A possible weakness is the credibility to the users of the evaluation of this design. The researchers suggest that some healthcare information systems researchers define rigor in terms of experimental or quasi-experimental studies of the “deployment” of a technology and its “impact” on predefined outcomes, “The profound epistemological differences and lack of dialogue between healthcare information systems research (led largely by doctors with an interest in information technology) and mainstream information systems research (led by interdisciplinary teams of organisational sociologists, computer scientists, and political scientists) have been highlighted previously”. 
Example 8. Formative realist case evaluation of large scale “transformation” of health services in London


**Question addressed**

“What works, for whom, under what circumstances?”

“What are transferable lessons about effective change?”

**The intervention evaluated**

A change programme to a public healthcare system to make stroke, kidney, and sexual health services more efficient, effective, and patient centered.

**The design**

Formative realist case evaluation, informed by realist context-intervention-mechanism theory, with mixed data sources and collection methods of ethnographic observation, semi-structured interviews, and document analysis used in a “pragmatic and reflexive manner to build a picture of the case and follow its fortunes over the three-year study period”.

The design uses inductive interpretation of the data to build a theory, involving methods to increase validity like noting participants reactions to interpretations, triangulating data sources, and seeking disconfirmations for initial interpretations. The aim is to identify which mechanisms are triggered in certain contexts by the intervention to then result in service changes which were thought to improve patient outcomes. The steps through which this is done are:

- Organizing primary data and producing preliminary thematic summaries of these,
- Repeating this at a later time to document changes,
- Presenting, defending, and negotiating particular interpretations of actions and events both within the research team and also to the stakeholders themselves,
- Testing these interpretations by explicitly seeking disconfirming or contradictory data,
- Considering other interpretations that might account for the same findings,
- Using cross-case comparisons to determine how the same mechanism (such as “integrating services across providers”) or sub mechanism (such as “introducing boundary-spanning roles”) plays out in different contexts and produces different outcomes, thereby allowing inferences about the “generative causality” of different contexts.
Outcomes measured and discovered
Six “Mechanisms of change” and associated “lessons” for others seeing similar changes.
Mechanism 1: Integrating Services across Providers: through establishing boundary-spanning roles, shared guidelines, protocols, pathways, IT systems and common data sets, developing networks and supporting networking.

Lessons: efforts to achieve integration across providers are more likely to succeed when
- Relationships between organizations have trust, a history of collaboration, and compatibility of values rather than mismatch or competition,
- Approaches to integration are imaginative, locally responsive, negotiable, and supported by technology rather than rigid and driven by technology.
- External incentives (e.g., policies) are designed to reward collaborative performance and do not pit organizations against one another.
- The strategy for integration includes both “soft” and “hard” approaches rather than focusing exclusively on one or the other of these.
- Solutions are participatory rather than developed by one party and imposed on others

The following represents the context – mechanism - outcome understanding presented by the study for the first of the six mechanisms (the context is “enabling and constraining factors that appeared to make each mechanism more or less likely to produce a desired outcome in any particular set of circumstances”).
The other mechanisms of change also had associated “lessons” but only three were presented in the study “for length of article reasons”. (Mechanism 2: Finding and Using Evidence, Mechanism 3: Involving Service Users in the Modernization Effort) Mechanism 4: supporting self-care, Mechanism 5: developing the workforce, and Mechanism 6: extending the range of services.

Outcomes are described in more detail in another report: “hard” (evidence-based protocols; extended opening hours; shorter waiting lists; governance structures for inter-organisational working) and “soft” (improved staff attitudes and motivation, greater user satisfaction, and what one senior manager described as a “precious, extraordinary” cultural shift) (Greenhalgh et al 2008).

Certainty about and generalisability of the outcomes
The certainty about the outcomes is maximized if we trust that the researchers appropriately applied the accepted methods of interpretive case study, with a team culture which challenged each other to apply these methods: carefully defining and justifying the “case,” “immersion in the case” (i.e., spending enough time at the field site to understand what is going on), systematic data collection and analysis, reflexivity in both researchers and research participants, developing theory iteratively as emerging data are analyzed, seeking disconfirming cases and alternative explanations, and defending interpretations to both the research participants and academic peers.

The generalisability is increased by providing details of the change actions and of the context to allow others to assess whether if they applied these actions in their setting, they are likely to get similar
results. The description of the “mechanisms” or change principles and how they were triggered by the intervention in the setting enables others to try to reproduce the mechanism in their different setting using possibly different interventions.

The discussion section of the study elaborates on the design, and proposes “a greater understanding of these underlying mechanisms will help inform similar change programs in the future” and that the researchers “deliberately not passed judgment on the program’s overall “success.”…”If a team sets out to achieve X but along the way learns things or encounters challenges that convince it that Y is a more appropriate (or practicable) goal, then it will have “succeeded” if it achieves something approaching Y.” and go on to comment that, “Building the evaluation criteria for expensive, large-scale change programs on such shifting sands is relatively controversial when judged by conventional clinical research criteria, which define “rigor” as the systematic pursuit of well-defined goals, objective measurement of progress, and robust accountability procedures”.

**Strengths and weaknesses of the design in this example**

The design gives a narrative understanding of the process of change in a context, rather than showing a few measured outcomes attributed to a change. It can answer some questions about implementation and necessary conditions, but does not give clear-cut answers to the “did patients benefit” question, because other changes are not controlled for and research resources and data focus was on process not later end-outcomes. The design is also dependent on the researchers experience and skills with the interpretive methods, and the rigor with which the research team apply the methods, which is true for all designs but perhaps more so with this type of design.

The discussion comments on the methods, as it is one of the first studies to use a design of this type. The researchers report that identifying the mechanisms of change was far more difficult than the textbook on realist evaluation suggests (Pawson & Tilley 1997). They concluded that researchers “must anticipate the mismatch between the realist evaluation’s assumption that a set of more or less well-defined “mechanisms of change” can be articulated and tested and the empirical reality in which these mechanisms may prove stubbornly hard to nail”. Alternative “mechanisms of change” explanations could be proposed and it was not possible in this study to decide which was operating.

Others using this design found that “surfacing theories of change,” did not allow understanding of the power dynamics among different groups, and recommended the design also draws on other theories to document and understand the politics of change (e.g. neo-institutional theory (Barnes, Matka, and Sullivan 2003)). A further comment is about the participatory or action role of the researcher-evaluators (Øvretveit 2002, Patton 1997, Guba & Lincoln 1989). In this study the researchers not only fed back to implementers interim findings, they also discussed and tested the ideas about mechanisms and context with actors which also was likely to change the programme. The researchers argue that the design is thus incompatible with a detached objectivist approach to research.

Moore (2012) gives a summary of limitations of and issues with the approach:

- Distinguishing between context and mechanism
• Is there an endpoint? When to “close”
• Time-consuming
• Can realist evaluation studies be replicated?
• How does Realist Evaluation differ from traditional mediator/moderator analysis?
Appendix 3: Discussion of observational-qualitative or mixed method designs

There are a range of observational-qualitative or mixed method designs (termed “naturalistic” approaches), used to evaluate CSI effectiveness and answer other decision makers questions. Program and case evaluation include, at one extreme, inductive approach which build theory of how the intervention has its effects from the data gathered, usually qualitative. Deductive approaches start with theory and test or explore theoretical propositions in the study. There are also or “snowball” approaches which draw-in and test different theories about how the intervention is effective during the research, building and using theory in interaction with and during the data gathering. In addition program and case evaluation approaches can be classified as positivist and objectivist, assuming causal mechanisms and using quantitative measures; or as subjectivist and qualitative, assuming “interventions” work through people who make choices about whether to respond depending on their interpretations, motives and values, and influenced by culture and other social factors.

Programme- and process- evaluation

Program evaluation is a term used to describe evaluations of social and policy interventions aimed at populations, such as educational and public health service programs, as well as programs whose focus is on organizations, such as accreditation programs. Most program evaluations use quasi-experimental designs, with before/after data gathering and control or comparison groups to answer both effectiveness questions and questions about whether the program had achieved its goals.

Since 1980 there have been developments in this field which are relevant to answering questions about CSIs. For large scale social programs, quasi-experimental designs proved inconclusive in establishing associations between the program and client outcomes. This led to working back from client outcomes to establish whether the program had achieved intermediate changes and effects which were thought necessary for intended client outcomes. More attention was given to describing the extent to which the original program plan was implemented (e.g., through “process evaluation”, sometimes used to develop the program as it is implemented, as in “action evaluation” (Øvretveit 2002), and “formative evaluation” (Shadish et alShadish et alShadish et alShadish et alShadish et alShadish et al and identification of intermediate and unanticipated effects.

The second and related development increased emphasis on program theory (or logic model):

“...Program evaluation identified that its major purpose was to examine the theory or conceptual basis of the program. Comprehensive evaluations address the theory by carefully defining the components of the program and their relationships, and then examining the implementation of these components and how they mediate outcomes.”

Bickman (2008)

Experimental designs use “theory” in the sense that the evaluation is designed as a prospective test of a hypothesis, In contrast, in theory-informed program evaluation the program theory is either a prospective model of how the components lead to the intended results, or a retrospective explanation
of how or why the program progressed as it did (Bickman 1987, Weiss 1997a,b). This is sometimes termed a “logic model” (Whooley 1983) which proposes a chain of events over time in cause-effect patterns in which the dependent variable (event) at an earlier stage becomes the independent variable (causal event) for the next stage. An important difference from experimental designs is that influences other than the program (exogenous influences) are assessed for their influence on the program outcomes, i.e., the program is only one of a number of independent variables that are examined for their influence on the dependent variables.

A number of researchers emphasize the value of process or theory-informed program evaluations in parallel to controlled trials (Bradey et al. 1999, Byng et al. 2005), because the former research allows an explanation of the results found in the controlled trial and adds answers to questions which controlled trials cannot answer.

Examples of studies using these methods to study safety, quality or other interventions to organizations include those by Bradey et al. (1999), Rousseau et al. (2003), and Foy et al. (2005).

Case study evaluation (CSE)
Case study methods were not originally developed for evaluation. They are used to, “investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin 2003). Yin also proposes case studies use multiple sources of data and triangulation to increase validity, and “prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis.” Case studies do not standardize the content or implementation of a CSI, but document how it is carried out, and various outcomes in ordinary settings. Usually there is no control group or site, but there may be comparison or multiple cases to understand the CSI in different settings. Yin represents the deductive theory testing school, whereas Stake (1995) represents the inductive school within this approach which argues for the value of theory building about the intervention and effects as part of data gathering.

Keen & Packwood (1995) describe case study evaluation (CSE) as,

“valuable where broad, complex questions have to be addressed in complex circumstances...when the question being posed requires an investigation of a real life intervention in detail, where the focus is on how and why the intervention succeeds or fails, where the general context will influence the outcome and where researchers asking the questions will have no control over events. As a result, the number of relevant variables will be far greater than can be controlled for, so that experimental approaches are simply not appropriate.”

Some case study approaches are based on the assumption that experimental methods successful for assessing effects of discrete drug or surgical interventions on human bio-physiology are not suitable for assessing effects of social interventions on clinicians’ behavior or social organizations. These approaches start from the premise that experimental methods are based on assumptions about
causality in physical objects which are not suited to understanding social change, where effectiveness depends on how actors choose to interpret and respond to the intervention within a social culture and system.

Examples of studies using these methods to study safety, quality or other interventions to organizations include those by Walshe & Shortell (2004), Øvretveit & Aslaksen (1999), Ovretveit et al. (2007).

**Realist evaluation**

Realist evaluations identify context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations in complex interventions in different settings, and aim to establish “what works for whom in which settings” (Pawson & Tilley 1997). The assumption, based on some evidence from education and criminal programs, are that, in social interventions, outcomes are a function of “the mechanism” through which the intervention works, and the context (which includes multiple levels) in which it is applied: there are different effects in different settings even if the same intervention is used.

The aim is not only to describe the intervention but to clarify the “generative mechanism”: the essential idea or “active ingredient” which is the basis for the intervention (e.g., performance feedback). Using this approach, superficially different interventions can be grouped and compared through their underlying logic. Another aim is to examine how much and how the mechanism depends on or interacts with the context to produce different effects.

The aims are to use a program model or theory (sometimes called a logic model) to select programs and test hypotheses about CMO configuration for one intervention in one setting, and then to study “similar” programs in other settings to examine how the interactions between C, M, and O vary. Interventions are viewed as “theories in practice”. Discovering poor or no outcomes of a similar intervention in a different setting is an opportunity to refine the logic model of the CMO configuration. This approach thus emphasizes studying in a variety of situations the mechanism which is thought to generate certain results rather than one intervention at one site. The approach is similar to case study in describing and understanding outcomes as the product of an intervention implementation in context, but differs from some case study evaluations in emphasizing the logic model testing and the comparison between different implementations, as well as elucidating the essential feature of the mechanism to allow comparison of a variety of superficially different changes.

A possible limitation of the realist approach for studying PSPs are that the concepts of context, mechanism and outcome are not well defined and only illustrated in a few studies. It is also unclear exactly how “mechanism” is elucidated: “mechanism” does not just describe the intervention components or implementing actions, but how this higher level conceptualization of “mechanism” is created is unclear - of how the actions work (“generative mechanism”), which is different from their interaction with context.

Examples of studies using these methods to study safety, quality or other interventions to organizations include those by Redfern et al (2002), Blaise & Kegels (2004), Byng et al (2005 and 2008), Kennedy et al
Some limitations are described by Davis (2005).

**Resource requirements**

The financial costs of these approaches vary: limited case study evaluations relying on interviews for descriptions of intervention content, implementation and assessments of outcome can be completed within 6 months and for less than $100,000 for one case. Normally, however, these approaches require a minimum of 12 months to gather and analyze data from a variety of sources and to relate the data to previous research, involving costs of $100,000 - $300,000 per year or over depending on how many cases.

As regards researcher skills resources, qualitative researchers and those who are able to integrate mixed methods data and relate to theory, and who are familiar with health services, are in short supply. Often teams are required with different skills, where the skill and experience of the team leader to integrate the inputs and relate to theory is the critical resource.

Expertise and experience is necessary for high quality research using these methods because detailed procedures have not been formulated and because of the importance of relating theory to the data collected.

As regards realist evaluation, a study of one CMO configuration might be considered of limited use: the value of the approach is comparing CMO combinations in different settings in a program of research. This would require substantial resources as well as specific skills which are not common in health researchers. Researchers in this field have explored “realist reviews” of studies which allow some comparison between CMO configurations which researchers, usually different teams, have studied (Pawson et al. 2005, Greenhalgh et al. 2007). However little research has been carried out and published which allow such comparisons or reviews, especially in the field of patient safety.

**Theory in evaluating CSIs: logic models program theory and other types of theory**

Theories at two levels of abstraction are relevant for evaluating CSIs.

The first higher level theory is what is termed the “logic model” or “program theory” of the intervention. These are different ways of representing the assumptions about the influences which lead to certain outcomes: the sequence of actions and intermediate and later effects expected.

A logic model describes how an intervention is understood or intended to produce particular results (Rogers 2005). The logic model proposes a chain of events over time in cause-effect patterns in which an event at an earlier stage causes the next stage (Wholey 1983). The logic model is the simplest of models as it usually only describes inputs, activities and immediate and later effects. Although logic models often do not delineate theories they usually draw on assumptions or an implicit theory of behavior or organizational change, which are lower level of abstraction (more concrete) theories discussed later in this section.
“Treatment theory” describes the process through which an intervention is expected to have its effects on a specified target population.” In the case of CSIs, the target population is usually providers or organizations (Lipsey 1993). This theory is not a protocol that requires very specific prescribed actions. Instead it is a set of principles that together are hypothesized to bring about change in the particular situation. These principles might be enacted in several different ways, but they would all achieve the same “functions” (Hawe et al 2004) and intermediate objectives in a chain of events which leads ultimately to improved patient outcomes.

In the field of program evaluation, program theory is defined as the “conceptual basis” of the program: “Comprehensive evaluations address the theory by carefully defining the components of the program and their relationships, and then examining the implementation of these components and how they mediate outcomes” (Bickman 2008). Experimental designs use “theory” in the sense that the evaluation is designed as a prospective test of a hypothesis. In contrast, in theory-informed program evaluation, the program theory is either a prospective model of how the components lead to the intended results, or a retrospective explanation of how or why the program progressed as it did (Bickman 1987, Weiss 1997a,b).

A “theory of change” is usually used to describe how those responsible for implementation understand an intervention to work (Sullivan & Stewart 2006, Mason & Barnes 2007, Connell & Klem 2000). It may be explicit, or may exist as a theory in a sense of being unspoken assumptions or beliefs. Dixon-Woods et al. 2010 describe a theory of change as identifying “plans for change and how and why those plans are likely to work, and indicates the assumptions and principles that allow outcomes to be attributed to particular activities.” This is different from an explanation derived from empirical research on possible influences on outcomes.

At a lower and more concrete level there are other theories relevant to evaluating CSIs. These theories can be used either in forming a pre-data-gathering model to decide which data to collect to test hypotheses about how the change works or does not work, or post-data-gathering to explain effects discovered. Most such theories come from a variety of disciplines: psychology, sociology, anthropology, behavioral economics, and management sciences. A longer overview of these theories in quality improvement is given by Grol et al. (2007).

An illustration of one way to use theory in CSI evaluation is given in Dixon-Woods et al. (2010). Many theories focus on the intervention and conceptualize it as a chain of events, often in a linear sequence, which leads through intermediate changes (including changes in provider and organizational behavior) to final results (clinical or cost outcomes). Other theories pay more attention to context factors and seek to understand or explain their influence on or interaction with the intervention, and may view the implementation as a number of interacting components with a synergistic and system effect.
Best practice in implementation as well as in evaluation proposes using theory to design the intervention and its implementation, in order to make it possible to revise theory in the light of results and thus build up understanding of what is critical to intervention success.

Improving evaluations of CSIs using theory is likely to call for greater collaboration with researchers from psychology, sociology and management sciences to choose and apply the theories before or after evaluation data gathering. CSI evaluation is likely to need inter-disciplinary collaborations that can bring in one or more theoretical perspectives.

Earlier research is useful for deciding which theories are most relevant to the evaluation of the CSI. General conceptual frameworks may be useful as a starting point: different reviews and consensus reports have integrated factors from individual theories into broader conceptual frameworks (Michie et al. 2005 (psychology), Ward et al. 2009, and Cabana et al. 1999). Tools for applying theories are discussed in volume 2 such as the theory of planned behavior, or normalization process theory (Francis et al. 2004, May et al. 2010).

Difference between a theory and a conceptual framework or model: Miles and Huberman (1994) define a conceptual framework as a representation of a given phenomenon that “explains, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to be studied—the key factors, concepts, or variables” (p. 18) that comprise the phenomenon.


7. Appendix: Conceptualising complex social interventions

There are three aspects to an intervention to a patient, population or organization which lead to defining the intervention as complex:
- the outcome of the intervention (the before/after difference it makes for the target it is applied to)
- the content of the intervention (the components or active ingredients)
- the implementation: the actions or strategies taken to change the target to produce the outcome

An intervention may be complex,
- in content (multiple component, such as a bundle for VAP) or
- in implementation (many different actions taken to put the components into practice, some possibly at different phases, for example, training, checklists, feedback, supervision, and reward programs).
Complex-content interventions are more challenging to evaluate for effectiveness using controlled trials, especially if the content needs to be adapted to local circumstances. Controls and randomization can be used (the intervention content does not need to be standardized) and this increases internal validity. However a detailed description of the content which was implemented is needed and this requires non-experimental research methods. In addition, it is useful to describe why these specific adaptations were made, which usually requires qualitative methods.

As regards evaluating the effectiveness of a simple implementation strategy such as training or providing written guidance, experimental designs can be used. However complex implementation strategies are more difficult to evaluate using such designs.

The complexity of the intervention which makes evaluation difficult is because the components may interact synergistically or in a negative way, or may need to be provided in different ways or different intensities in different situations. The actions to create change are often also multiple. There will need to be intermediate and later effect measures and at different levels of change. All this may be carried out in a changing health service or system and these changes may affect the components and the implementation.

These issues are examined in a literature which considers both experimental and other methods for evaluating complex social interventions (Craig et al. 2008, Wolff 2001, Oakley et al. 2006, Hawe et al. 2004, Judge 2000).

**Conceptualization of a CSI and its effects – the naturalistic approach**

The naturalistic approach to evaluating complex social interventions conceives of the intervention and its effects using these ideas:

**Intervention**: this is both the idea or physical artifact (“content of the intervention”) and the actions taken by “implementers” to put this into practice or to enable others to change (“intervention actions”).

*A hospital medical emergency team (MET) is a set of ideas about providing specialist critical care competence to nurses and doctors who are concerned about a patient’s deterioration, when local expertise is not quickly available. To establish a MET a number of implementation actions need to be taken such as defining local criteria for calling a MET, agreeing how it will operate with local physicians, training personnel about when to call, and to establishing, and training the MET members.*

**Complex**: the intervention has a number of components and actions, changing over time and sometimes interacting with each other (synergistic).

*The MET intervention involves training the team and personnel and a number of other actions. Over time the calling criteria or team membership may be changed to improve the intervention, or to respond to fewer or more resources in the hospital.*
Social: the intervention aims to change how people relate to each other, think and behave in groups and larger collectives. The implementers interact with each other and others outside the implementation group: the implementation is a social activity. They interact with those who are being enabled to change in the “target” audience or organization.

Those implementing the MET interact with each other as a team as they plan and progress the implementation, and interact with many others to establish the MET. The aim of the intervention is to change social relations and behaviors. The training and other actions aim to allow nurses and doctors to relate to a MET directly when they decide, and to bypass the usual chain of command. Members of the MET team often train personnel during the MET call to stop the patient’s deterioration rather than providing this care directly.

An environment interacting with the intervention: for the implementation actions to be carried out there need to be resources and other conditions. These conditions change during implementation and also include a history which made the implementation possible.

The chief medical officer who did not support the idea left and was replaced by one who did. More financing was made available for training. An authoritative organization recommended all hospitals should have a MET team.

Results: any change resulting from the intervention.

Immediate changes may be that personnel start calling the MET when local seniors are not available, or that the workload of critical care personnel staffing the MET increases. There are also changes to policies, procedures and systems.

A causal chain sequence: There are intermediate results in a causal chain sequence which is intended to end with better patient experience or clinical results or less waste. Intermediate results can be changes to procedures, structures or systems which are related to changes in provider behavior. The latter in turn may lead to improved patient results.

A causal chain sequence can be the assumptions of the implementers about how the intervention may lead to improved patient care. It can also be the program theory or model constructed by the researchers before data collection to test hypotheses, or after data collection to explain what was implemented and the results.

Outcomes: before/after differences in a variable which can be attributed to the intervention. Usually patient results cannot be unambiguously attributed to the intervention (e.g., changes in mortality), but process indicators of intermediate results (e.g., procedures established, number of calls to a MET team) may be more easy to relate to the intervention, and then these may be related through the causal chain to other results.
Criteria for assessing the quality of studies for CSI evaluations which use naturalistic observational approaches

There are no published criteria or guidelines assessing research using these approaches in the same way there are criteria for experimental or quality improvement research. In addition, assessment criteria to a large extent depend on the specific questions which the research aims to address. There are, however, a number of discussions about how to increase the validity (Mays & Pope 1995, 2000, Popay et al 2008).

From these discussions, the following general criteria were derived for assessing evaluations of CSIs are aimed at understanding and evaluating CSIs in routine settings.

Protocol?
Is there a plan which describes the questions to be answered, the theoretical propositions to be explored and the data collection and analysis methods?

Data collection?
- Did the study use multiple sources of evidence and triangulation which describe each of the “facts” or events by more than a single source of evidence?
- Did the research create a case study data-base which could allow other investigators to review the evidence directly, which includes interview notes?
- Does the study cite specific documents, interviews and/or observations in support of each conclusion and provide a “chain of evidence”?
- Does the study follow accepted good practice in procedures for gathering data in the methods used, such as interviews, document abstraction, surveys, and observational methods?

Data analysis?
- Does the study take account of the variety of evidence gathered?
- Does the study present the evidence separate from interpretation or explanation?
- Does the study adequately consider alternative interpretations or explanations?

Use of theory?
- Does the study define the theory or model which was used to select or conceptualize the case or intervention?
- Does the study test different theories or hypotheses for the events and results?
- If the study seeks to find repeated patterns in the analysis (pattern matching), did the study predict a sequence of events and to what extent are these observed in the empirical data?
- To what extent does the study build an explanation and how well does it do this? (for example, does it make an initial theoretical statement or proposition about the process or behavior of the case; comparing the findings of the case against the statement; revising the statement; compare other details of the case against the revision; compare the revision to other cases)
- If the study uses time series analysis how well does the analysis describe the events over time, their relationship, and explain them? (does it compare the chronology with that predicted by a theory)
- If the study uses a logic model, how well does the study describe, before data gathering, the activities and the immediate outcomes, and relate these to intermediate outcomes and to the final outcomes, and then test this against the data and revise the model in the light of the data and/or other explanations?
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